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Don Waln fareD a bit better than his bike after tangling With an i-40 "roaD gator." (2009)

“I am fed up with good common sense. I am fed up with my own good common 
sense. Nobody, in full possession of all his faculties, can call “normal” wearing 
a stiff leather suit, boots, padded gloves and restricting helmet, mounting on two 
wheels over a responsive engine, riding among metal boxes speeding in opposite 
direction on surfaces designed for four solid anchors… no serious human being, I 
said, can admit that this is a rational behavior.”

—Paolo volpara, OMM Bulletin, 11/08”  
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QUICK STAND
Your high-spec sportbike shaves pounds and gains ground clearance by 
not having a centerstand. Great. Or it would be, if you never needed to lube 
the chain. Although your home shop may have a full-sized swingarm stand, 
what happens when you’re out on the road? Taking up the same space as 
a pair of sunglasses and weighing only 6.5 oz, the collapsible Quick Stand 
will enable you to raise the rear wheel off the pavement enough to rotate 
the tire for inspection, chain lubing, or stop a leak with a plug-type repair. 
Handy and necessary on long trips to maintain your chain. Nicely made 
of aircraft grade aluminum alloy. Fits most sport bikes including: Aprilia 
RSV Mille, SL1000, and Falco 1000; Honda RC51 (‘00 & ‘02), CBR–600RR, 
–954RR, –1000RR. Kawasaki ZX–6R, –7R, –9R, –12R, ZRX–1100, –1200; 
Suzuki GSX1300R Hayabusa, GSXR–600, –750 (‘90 & up), –1000, –1100 
(‘90 & up), RF–600R, –900R, TL–1000S, –1000R, SV–650, –650S, –1000, 
–1000S, Vstrom. Yamaha YZF–750, –1000, –R6, and –R1. Quickstand may 
also be compatible with other motorcycles having spools located at the 
lower edge of the swingarm. If your bike does not include one, these are 
available from race equipment suppliers and dealers. 6.75"×2.75"×1.25" 
(packed). 13.75" extended length. 6.5 oz.

#4522 $42.00

BIKE KRUTCH
The Bike Krutch doubles as a second, triangulating side stand for maximum 
security in windy places or on insecure surfaces. The 12" is designed for H-Ds and 
full dress BMWs, the 7" is made for mid-size bikes. 8"–13" length. 7.8 oz. Specify 
12" or 7" Krutch.

#4524 $40.00

LIfT & LUBE
This thing works and does exactly what 
the name says. If your bike doesn’t have 
a center-stand, you know how much of a 
pain in the butt lubing your chain can be. 
Invented by a veterinarian and bike enthu-
siast, this handy jack stand is easy to use. 
Works a lot better than having a buddy 
(if you have one around) lif t, strain and 
balance your bike. Lif t & Lube…Works like 
a charm. Comes with universal key and 
durable “pleather” bag and can conve-
nient l y f i t under your seat . F i t s bikes 
with right hollow axel internal diameters 
from 7/16" (11mm) to 1 1/16" (26 mm).  
1.4"×9" (folded), 18.5" (extended), 1 lb, 2 oz.

#4963 $42.00

CAm STRAPS
These straps are rated to 900 lbs. 
Cam cinches strap and locks things 
down tighter than a bungee or simple 
ol’ rope. 

9' #9036 $6.00
15' #9037 $7.00

universal key

ian catches a nap along the blue riDge parkWay (2011)
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WHEEL JOCKEy
A sensible tool for motorcycle chain and wheel work. 
Non-skid backing keeps the sturdy steel platform 
in place and aluminum rollers with sealed ball-
bearing movement make it simple to roll your 

motorcycle wheel into place. Easily rotate wheel for 
chain maintenance, tire inspection and wheel cleaning. 

Sturdy aluminum rollers rotate smoothly on ball bearings 
to accommodate bikes up to 750 lbs. The compact Sport 

model is for bikes up to 650 lbs and is small enough to easily 
stow under a seat or in a tank bag for on the road maintenance. 

The larger Big Boy version accommodates motorcycles up to 950 lbs. 
and will stow easily in a saddlebag. Intended for road motorcycles only, 

not for off-road tires. Sport 4"×4.5", 1.25 lbs. Big Boy 5"×8", 2.8 lbs.
 Sport #2697 $59.00

Big Boy #2695 $89.00

ROLLASTAND
If your sporty scoot does not have a centerstand, this is the easy way to keep 
its chain lubed. It goes under the back tire and that’s all there is to it. Heavy 
duty powder coated steel sides and solid steel rollers. If you ride a lot, you’ll 
use this often. Under 750cc is 10.5"×7.75"×1.5", 3.3 lbs. Over 750 cc is 
10.5"×8.5"×1.75", 4 lbs.

Under 750cc #2573 $44.00
Over 750cc #4907 $54.00 

TURN A BIKE
Like a Lazy Susan for your bike, this heavy-duty turntable lets you simply drive up, set your centerstand and easily turn your bike around for the next ride. No more 
4-point turns or dangerously yanking your bike around and accidentally tearing the centerstand off or dumping your bike on the ground. It also makes routine mainte-
nance and repairs a lot easier…just rotate your bike to what you need to get at. Stainless steel construction with non-skid top and bottom. Interior discs are made of 
low friction, high density polymer and require no lubrication. Bridges bumps, pits and imperfections on floors and asphalted surfaces. Holds up to 1,000 lbs max load. 
16" Dia. 5.5 lbs.

#3597 $204.00

CENTER STAND SADDLE DOLLy
Garage too small? Saddle up and park your bike anywhere you want it. Center 
stand dolly brings order and organization to the garage. Structural aluminum 
construction holds motorcycles up to 950 pounds. Works 
great for scooters too. Place bike center stand on the 
SADDLE and easily rotate, swing and move anywhere 
on the non-marring, medical grade, three inch locking 
casters. Great for turning  180° in a limited space, or for 
herding the ride into a corner for storage. Yah, giddy-up. 
20"×16"×5”.

#3642 $254.00
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LED BATTERy GAUGE
A precise, continuous way to monitor your bike’s alternator output and battery 
condition. An essential instrument if your bike has bigger or extra lights, or 
other powered accessories. Its solid state, waterproof, ultra compact design is 
extremely durable. Small so it fits anywhere. Indicates from 9V to 16V using eight 
colored LEDs. A sensor auto-dims the LED’s at night. If the voltage readout goes 
below 10V, a red LED alert flashes. Small electrical system changes are notice-
able at a glance. Two–wire installation. 2"×.75"×.2".

#2577 $47.00

ODySSEy DRyCELL™ mOTORCyCLE 
BATTERIES

Powerful, rugged, advanced battery 
technology that works much 
better (and longer) than even 
the best conventional lead 
acid batteries. These batteries 

are more powerful and depend-
able. Cranking amp ratings are 

double to triple regular types. 
They have an 8 year design life, 
an ultra long shelf storage life 
and a low self-discharge rate 
— after sitting for months (without 
any trickle charge) it’ll start. Deep 
cycle reserve power provides suf-

ficient amps for confident starts even 
when 70% discharged. Odyssey batteries 

have superior vibration resistance, a tough 
ABS case, and are lighter, too. Air shippable and non-spillable “starved-electro-
lyte” design. Works right out of the box with no charging needed. The California 
Highway Patrol use these batteries on all their bikes because with the engine 
off they run their flashing lights and radios more than twice as long compared 
to regular batteries. For model/fit applications, see chart at www.aerostich.
com/batteries or use your mobile device to scan the interactive mobile tag. 
Specification range: 12V 14Ah. Cranking power: 100-380A. Weight: 6-26 lbs. 
Size: 5.43"–7.27"×3.11"–7.05"×3.98"×6.67".

BIKEmASTER TRUGEL 
mOTORCyCLE 

BATTERIES
B i k e  b a t t e r i e s  
designed to be more 
tolerant of over/under 
charging, temperature 
extremes, vibrations, 
impacts...and any other 
abuse and neglect you 
can throw at it. Super-
h igh  dens i t y  ox ide 

plate design combined 
with NanoGel Electrolyte tech-

nology increases surface area, giving 
superior cranking amps, quicker charging, 

more power, less sulphation and twice the life expectancy of traditional batteries. 
Strong ABS case uses special top-cap design that makes this a true maintenance 
free battery, completely eliminating leakage and acid spills. For model/fit appli-
cations, see chart at www.aerostich.com/batteries or use your mobile device 
to scan the interactive mobile tag. 12V. Cranking power: 110-340A depending 
on application. Weight: 7.7-19 lbs. Size: 5.27"-8"×2.7"–4.8"×4.13"-6.7". 
Air-shippable.

MG9-BS #2633 $77.00
MG12B-4 #2635 $117.00

MG12-BS #2636 $97.00
MG14-BS #2637 $107.00

MG14L-A2 #2638 $107.00
MG20L-BS #2639 $147.00
MG18L-BS #2663 $157.00
MG53030 #2665 $197.00

 MG51913 #2666 $167.00PC310-P #2519 $217.00
PC545-P #2528 $167.00

PC925L-P #4989 $217.00
PC545MJ #3591 $187.00
PC680MJ #3560 $187.00

PC680 #3561 $167.00

Post Adapter for PC680 
(makes cable connection a lilttle easier) 

#4991 $17.00
SAE Terminals for PC545, PC680, PC925 

#2613 $15.00 VOLTAGE AND 
CHARGING SySTEm 

mONITORS
Sensitive, weatherproof and 
vibration-proof three-LED 
monitors give a clear indica-
tion of your bikes battery 
condition or alternator output. 
The Voltage Monitor lets you 
know if your system is low, 

normal or over-charged, which is especially good to know when riding a smaller 
bike and using higher-load accessories like electric vests. The Charge Monitor 
lets you know if the alternator is supplying a steady flow of electricity, providing 
immediate battery charging feedback. Both LED units have epoxy encapsulated 
electronics and are housed in small, durable matchbook-sized cases that are 
easy-to-install with the included double stick adhesive. Use both in tandem to 
fully monitor your bikes electrical system. 1.5"×1"×.375.

Voltage Monitor #4950 $57.00
Charging System Monitor #4949 $57.00

SCAN THIS CODE TO SEE THE fULL 
SIDE-By-SIDE BATTERy 

COmPARISON AT
WWW.AEROSTICH.COm/BATTERIES

SHORAI LfX® BATTERIES
Get energized and drop 

weight without breaking a 
sweat or eating like a rabbit 
with the world’s lightest 
and strongest motorcycle 
batteries. Using lithium 
technology with a tough 
carbon-fiber composite 
case, these next-genera-
tion prismatic lithium-iron 
batteries weigh an aston-
ishing 70-80% less than 

a lead acid battery. Faster 
cranking for better starts, these 

advanced batteries recharge quicker 
than a conventional battery and hold a charge for an entire year without main-
tenance and with zero sulfation.  Environmentally friendly too with no explosive 
gasses during charging, no lead and no acid, just discharge and dispose when 
it reaches the end of a long service life (up to four times the life of a lead-
acid battery). This is the battery of the future…today. For model/fit applications, 
see chart at www.aerostich.com/batteries or use your mobile device to scan the 
interactive mobile tag. 12V 14-27Ah. Cranking power: 210-405A. Weight: 1.68-
3.85 lbs. Size: 5.83"-6.55"×2.6"-3.39"×3.46"-5.51". 

LFX14A4-BS12 #4280 $159.00
LFX14A1-BS12 #4281 $159.00

 LFX21A6-BS12 #4283 $229.00
LFX14L5-BS12 #4284 $159.00
LFX24L3-BS12 #4285 $249.00

 LFX27L3-BS12 #4286 $275.00
LFX21L6-BS12 #4287 $229.00
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yUASA PORTABLE 
CHARGER

Built by the famous makers of 
many a motorcycle battery, this 
compact and well-built charger is 
an important tool for keeping your 
motorcycle ready for action even 
after sitting unused for some time. 
Guaranteed to never overcharge your 
battery, yet packing 900 milliamps 
of juice when you need it, the Yuasa 
Automatic is an “intelligent” design 
which starts out at 14.4 volts peak 
at full current, and then switches 

down to 12V and less current in “float” mode as the battery becomes fully 
charged and satisfied. Ideal for long-term storage such as seasonal layups, the 
Yuasa Automatic comes complete with a 3 LED display that tells you the charge 
or float status of your battery, and alligator clips in addition to a quick connect 
ring terminal harness for a permanent, easy-to-use installation. Keep your battery 
stronger longer with this well-built unit. 2 year warranty. 12V, 900 mA.

#2535 $39.00

 
JUmPER CABLES 

Nice and hefty for jumping a motorcycle 
or other light vehicles. Durable clamps 
grab battery posts with authority. Made 
of 10 gauge polar/solar wire that stays 
flexible. May be just the thing to save 
that ride. 6'.  Includes storage bag.

#3524 $19.00

OPTImATE 4 DUAL + 
CAN-BUS

The default program for this micro-
processor controlled automatic 
smart charger is set for charging 
batteries on a CAN-bus equipped 
BMW motorcyc le . Recovers , 
charges, tests and maintains the 
battery through the CAN-bus con-
trolled 12V socket with the supplied 

SAE-79 accessory. Keyless activation and automatic monitoring guarantee peace 
of mind during long term storage. All-weather design provides energy efficient 
charging down to -40 degrees, and a simple ten-second test will confirm if 
you are ready to ride or need a charge. Interactive charging program provides 
early warning of problems and even recovers deeply sulfate damaged batteries. 
The second program mode can be activated to directly charge and maintain a 
battery with the included battery clip accessory (e.g. if you own a BMW plus other 
vehicles that need battery maintenance). Recommended for all Standard, sealed 
AGM & sealed GEL 12V lead-acid batteries up to 50Ah. Fully automatic operation 
that includes safety features such as reverse polarity protection and no spark 
connection. This is state-of-the-art charging technology. 800mA.

#2699 $89.00

SURfACE mOUNT 
BATTERy GAUGE

Displays the percentage of 
charge remaining from a single 
12V battery (or dual 12V/12V, 
12V/24V or 12V/36V systems). 
Made for RVs so it comes with a 
“Smart-Set” feature that adapts 
to different battery voltages. The 
LCD rotates between battery 

one and battery two. One battery (as in, your bike) displays a steady readout. 
Mounts anywhere. 2"×2.1"×.75", .5 oz.

#2514 $32.00

BATTERy TENDER 
PLUS®

An improved version of the 
famous Battery Tender®. 
Lucky for you (and your 
battery) the cost is the 
same. The enhancements to 
the original design are in the 
circuitry that ensures better 
absorption and a built-in 
72 hour safety timer will 
protect a marginal battery 
from being overcharged. The 

display improvements tell the user that AC power is on, when it is charging, that 
the battery is 80% charged, that full charge has been attained, and the unit is 
in “float” charge mode. A good, useful product that just got better. Electrifying.  
12V, 1.25 A.

Battery Tender Plus® #2504 $64.00
Battery Tender Plus® for BMW Gel Batteries (not shown) #4908 $64.00

BMW Adapter Plug #116 $20.00

BATTERy DOC SPORT 
CHARGER

Smart, powerful and portable, 
this 1.25 Amp ful ly sealed 
battery charger incorporates 
state-of-the-art electronics to 
adjust to the optimal charging 
rate for your battery. Monitors 
and maintains peak charging con-
ditions without overcharging, by 

switching from charge mode to maintenance mode. Eliminates sulfation and helps 
extend battery-life when connected to battery during periods of inactivity. Provides 
safe charging and maintenance of all wet-cell and fully 
sealed lead-acid batteries, gel-cell batteries, AGM and 
DEEP cycle batteries from 5 to 200 A/hrs. Uses three color 
LED charge indicator. Includes alligator clips, ring terminal 
and a 12V accessory plug, all with 12 inch connector wires. 
Fabric storage case holds everything for easy portability. 
4"×2.5"×1.5". 6 oz. 900 mA.

#2631 $47.00

OPTImATE 6
This highly advanced and versatile smart charger, 

maintainer and tester is microprocessor con-
trolled to optimize battery power and life. 

The 5 Amp, high-current Ampmatic™ 
processor automatically adjusts charge 
current to match battery character-

istics, providing cell equalization 
and the ideal charge profile for all 
climate conditions. Perfect for all 12V 

Standard, AGM and GEL lead-acid batteries with rated 
capacity from 15Ah to 240Ah. The sealed weatherproof charger design expands 
usage possibilities, displaying cyclic hourly tests for power drain and retention. 
Interactive charging program provides early warning of problems and even 
recovers deeply sulfate damaged batteries. Compatible to charge and test CAN-
bus equipped motorcycles with use of an optional accessory cable. Eco-friendly 
program ensures low power consumption while keeping your battery maintained, 
charged and safe for unsupervised long-term storage, extending battery life by 
up to 400%. Includes two connection sets, battery clips and fuse-protected ring 
terminals, that attach via weatherproof SAE connections. 0.4A to 5A.

#2696 $119.00

OPTImATE LITHIUm
The first charger to specifically optimize 

and protect any Lithium Iron Phosphate 
(LiFePO4) battery. With 5 Amps of charge 

current, the multi-step Ampmatic™ 
charge program automatically adjusts 
to battery condition and balances 
cells quickly and efficiently. SafeT® 
mode ensures precise charge control, 

assuring that even over-discharged 
batteries are correctly and safely recovered. Smart circuitry tests battery before 
and after charging. Efficient low voltage mode maintains battery at 100% charge 
and is safe for long-term charging applications with alternating hourly mainte-
nance and test modes. Recommended for all LiFePO4 batteries up to 100Ah. 
Includes two connection sets, battery clips and fuse-protected ring terminals, 
that attach via weatherproof SAE connections. 0.4A to 5A. 

#2698 $119.00
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mOTORCyCLE 
ELECTRICAL SySTEmS 

No longer fear that mass of wires under your tank 
or  seat. This how-to guide demystifies motorcycle 
electrical systems with in an easy to comprehend 
style. It’s no “for dummies” book...it merely explains 
in plain English the principles behind electrical 
systems and how they work – and how to test, evalu 
ate, and troubleshoot your gremlins. A very helpful, 
detailed, well-written and concise guide for the 
weekend mechanic and experienced professional 
alike. By Tracy Martin. Softbound, 8.25"×10.5", 151 
pp., b/w & color illus. 

#5923 $26.00

SILICONE 
DIELECTRIC GREASE 

For all electrical connections. 
Helps eliminate GPS battery 
terminal carbon arc deposits 
from excessive vibration. Tube 
can be re-sealed with a flame. 
Non-conducting corrosion pre-
vention. Two .1 oz. Tubes.

#2547 $6.00

mINI CONTINUITy TESTER
Broken Wire? Bad bulb? Loose connection? Find it fast 
with this. Insulated Alligator clip and shielded indicator 
bulb. Uses one AAA battery (not included). 4"×.5".

#2560 $16.00

TERmINAL STRIPS 
A reliable, compact wire connector 

system that lets you organize electrical accessory 
connections cleanly. Unlike crimp style connec-
tors, these can be safely undone and reconnected 
as needed, over and over. Recessed set screws. 
Dead front construction. Captive wire protectors. 
UL rated up to 10 amps and 12awg wire. 4 pole is 
0.5"×0.5"×1.5".

2 poles (not shown, .55") #2557 $1.50
4 poles (not shown, 1.2") #2558 $2.50

6 poles (1.8") #2559 $4.00

BLAzER 
BUTANE 

PEN-TORCH 
You’ll have unlimited uses for this versatile pen-
sized blowtorch. Soldering wires, melting or fusing 
plastic panels, starting campfires or barbecues, 
sterilizing medical tools, or thawing frozen locks 
and fittings are just a few of the tasks the Blazer 
Torch will perform. Its widely adjustable throttle and 
instant one button piezo electronic ignition system 
make a precise 2500 degree flame for 30 minutes 
between refills. The compact size will fit easily into 
a first aid or tool kit. Refill butane is sold at corner 
convenience stores. 6.3"×.8". 

 #2508 $47.00

HEAT SHRINK TUBING KIT
Handy kits that contain every size shrinkwrap 
you need. Has over 100, 4" long pieces from 
1/16"–3/8" wide.

#4972 $17.00

fLAmE RETARDANT 
HEAT SHRINK KIT

Practical heat shrink kit includes eighty-six 6” 
pieces, in six useful sizes, of high quality, stable 
and flame retardant polyolefin tubing. Shrinks to 
half original size when heated. Sizes from 3/16”-
1” wide. Black. 

#5000 $30.00

HOOK & LOOP TAPE
A simple back-to-back tape, hook on one side, loop 
on the other, laminated together into an infinitely 
useful strip. Can be easily cut to different widths and 
lengths without unraveling. Wonderful for securing 
radar/gps type things to mounting brackets and for 
strapping down wires and cables as a re-usable zip 
tie. Black. 1"×36".

Lightweight #1922 $4.00
Heavyweight #1923 $5.00

3m DUAL LOCK 
Almost mechanical in its locking power (a lot like 
Legos®), with the added plus of being waterproof 
and far more durable than garden variety hook & 
loop. Four pieces, each measuring 2"×3.5". Two are 
clear, and two are black. Each is backed by an ultra 
powerful peel-and-stick 3M® adhesive.

#2250 $10.00
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 92 PIECE mOLEX 
CONNECTOR KIT 

It’s easy to create clean and durable accessory wiring 
connections. This kit contains a useful selection of sizes 
for a variety of 12V electrical applications. There are 
three sizes of connector blocks and pins, each of which 
has male and female components. Wires are crimped to 
the pins (soldering optional) and then the pins clip into 
the connector blocks...which are shaped to preserve 
polarity. The five small connectors take 20-24 ga. wire 
and are ideal for things like radar detectors or tiny LED 
voltmeters; the four medium connectors take 18-24 ga. 

wire and are suitable for things like GPSs, radio receivers and those sorts of loads; and the four large ones 
take 14-20 ga. wire for articles like grip warmers, radio transmitters or illuminated arm jesters. Includes 
instructions and thirteen connector sets plus several extra pins in each size. (92 pieces total.) Warning: These 
connectors are the world’s best, but wiring and application errors can be costly. If you are in doubt about 
doing this sort of work, find someone knowledgeable to help. There’s nothing worse than letting the magic 
smoke escape from electronic devices.

#2688 $27.00

STRIP & CRImP 
PLIERS

This pliers’ particular combina-
tion of jaw width and length, 
and fulcrum location make it the 
best we’ve tried for working with 
Molex connectors. Wire cutter 
gauge is adjustable with a thumb 
slide and the return spring locks 
closed for carrying. 12-24 gauge 
AWC wire. 

#2546 $17.00

CONNECTOR PIN 
TOOL

This tool is the easy way to dis-
connect and work with Molex, H-
D and similar multi-pin electrical 
connectors. Removes six sizes of 
pins from their nylon housings. 

#2576 $12.00

ELECTRICAL CONNECTIVITy: 
Molex® connectors are a clean, modular, reliable way to get power from one place to another in a fashion that 
can be disconnected. If you’ve been looking for a way to power up your gadgets and want to remove them from 
your bike at times, this is a great technology to use that is do-it-yourself easy.

mOLEX 
PIN REmOVERS 

Works a lot better than jamming 
a screwdriver in the hole or trying 
to dig the connector out with 
needle-nose pliers. Universal has 
both male and female ends. ATX 
is male only.  3.75", 1 oz.

ATX #2526 $6.00
Universal #2527 $6.00

mASTER WIRING KIT
This quality 115 piece selection of crimp connectors 
and terminals contains an ideal mix of individual 
items for motorcycle accessory wiring projects. Each 
metal crimp barrel is surrounded by a color coded, 
transparent, adhesive lined, heat-shrink tubing. When 
properly crimped and heated, the tubing shrinks 
and the adhesive flows 
creating a high quality 
environmental seal that 
prevents corrosion and 
provides excellent water 
and contamination resis-
tance. These connectors 
provide superior protec-
tion from mechanical 
abuse, wire pullout and 
current leakage. Having 
this kit around will save 
trips to auto parts and hardware stores, too. Included 
18 compartment organizer.

#4954 $47.00

SAE PANEL mOUNT CONNECTOR
Designed to simplify a regularly plugged and unplugged 
accessory, this panel mount pass-through installs 
conveniently into any panel or surface. We know riders 
who’ve installed it in the side or front of a tank or 
tail bag. Perfect for running electronics like GPS, MP3 
player, fuzz buster…Uses standard SAE connector to 
pass power through any surface. Assimilates storage 
and power needs created by todays techno-farkle-
moto-addicts. Resistance is futile…

 #1106 $24.00

POSILOCK CONNECTORS
A unique vibration proof and reusable wire connector system that delivers a 
superior connection to crimping. Simple to use, only wire stripping required. Wire 
ends are locked between opposing cone shapes when hand tightened, resulting 
in a positive, strong connection. Really strong. Impossible to pull apart, but they 
easily unscrew for roadside service or re-use. There are no metal parts and the 
internal electrical resistance is less than with crimp connectors. Patented and 

design protected seven ways to Sunday, naturally. Color–coded bodies are super tough Nylon 66 resin. These are 
the ultimate reusable weather tight connectors, and a great way to wire electrical accessories.

BUTT CONNECTORS 
9 qty., 18-24 ga.

#2552 $8.00

T CONNECTORS 
6 qty., 12-18 ga.

#2555 $8.00

INLINE fUSEHOLDERS 
2 qty., 12-18 ga.

#2554 $8.00

TWIST CONNECTORS 
Variety pack. 16 qty., 10-26 ga.

#2553 $8.00
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BmW PLUGS & 
SOCKETS

Dual plug works with 
both BMW and standard 
power sockets. Plug and 
Socket require addi-
tional wiring. 

Dual Plug #185 $10.00
Plug #181 $8.00

Socket #108 $12.00

BATTERy 
fUSE CORD

Standard hookup for 
Kanetsu Vests  and 
Liners. 10 A Fuse. Length 
25". 

SAE #112 $12.00
QuiConnect 2 
#176 $12.00

IN LINE BLADE 
fUSE HOLDERS
For hard wiring your GPS, 
radio, or other accesso-
ries. No springs, so it’s 
not susceptible to vibra-

tions. The 20A includes two fuses for Garmin GPSs, 
and features a rubber dust cap. The 30A includes one 
fuse, and features a water resistant cap and about a 
foot of wire on each end.

2A #2550 $10.00
30A #4664 $5.00

12V 40A 
SEALED RELAy

12V, 40A Bosch-type 
relay for use with high 
amp draw electronic 
accessories like big 
driving lights, extra loud 

horns, double sided arm jesters, etc. Waterproof 
sealed plastic housing with metal mounting tab. 
Includes installation and wiring instructions. 
2.125"×1"×1.25".

#4667 $4.00PANEL mOUNT 
OUTLET

Put power wherever you 
need it. Easy installa-
tion in .75" hole in any 
flat panel. The spring-
loaded cover keeps 

out the crud. 3"×1.5"×1.75". 18" lead wire, 11.5" 
ground wire.

#4655 $20.00

ALL-WEATHER 
POWER OUTLET
Easily install a depend-
able source of power for 
all electrical accesso-
ries that use a standard 
cigar lighter plug. Useful 
for radar detectors, cell 

phone chargers, etc. Weatherproof spring-loaded 
flip top cover keeps out moisture, grit and grime. 
3"×2"×1.75", with two 12" wire leads.

#4654 $15.00

AUXILIARy POWER PANEL 70A 
SEALED RELAy

Designed to work with the AP-1 and AP-2 fuse 
blocks (see above) and a mini switch (#4218 
or #4905) to connect the battery, relay 
and fuse block. Also can be used to control 
the power to several items (driving lights, 
radionics, arm jesters, etc..) running through 
any fuse block from a small handlebar switch. 
2.125"×1"×1.25", 6’ lead wires. 

(AP-170R) #4661 $42.00

DOODAD 
SWITCH

A  n ice l y  s t ream-
l i ned  m in i - t ogg l e 
switch encased in 
an injection-molded 
housing, which just 

happens to fit on 7/8" handlebars perfectly. Used 
by itself, it will turn smaller items on (up to 6 
amps@12V), but if you are going to switch the big 
stuff, we recommend adding a 12V relay. Comes with 
an attached 34.5" long 2 wire insulated cord.

#4218 $18.00

BmW STyLE PLUG EXTENSION
Insert the plug into a BMW style socket 
to instantly add a 15" extension with a 

standard cigarette lighter plug. Great for 
GPS, cell phones, radar detectors or other 
electronics. 15"×1"×1". 12V.

#4201 $10.00

4-POSITION 
TERmINAL 

BLOCK
Easily organize elec-

trical connections with 
this 4 position terminal 

block. Molded from UL rated 94 
VO Thermoplastic with tin plated brass 

terminals and zinc plated #6-32 steel screws. Rated 
to 20 amps/150 volts max. 2.16"×.88"×.41".

#4762 $4.00

mINI fUSE BLOCK
Supply safe, fused power to accessory electronic devices. Uses four ¼" male 
blade connections for easy installation  insert the best mini fuse (not included) 
to match the power requirements of each device. A clear cover with insulated 
O-ring provides protection and a water resistant seal. 15 amps per circuit. 
3.2"×1.77"×1.5".

#4758 $12.00

SEALED TOGGLE 
SWITCH

Completely sealed 20 
amp switch with weather 
resistant coating and O-
ring stem seal. Includes 
a stamped metal on-off 
indicator plate that fits 
over the 15/32" diameter, 
3/8" long mounting stem 
and chrome plated handle. 

8" wire leads. 12V. 1.25"×.75"×1.75". 
#4757 $16.00

AUTOSWITCH
Eliminate auxiliary 
t o g g l e  s w i t c h e s 
and their attendant 
holes by installing 
this device, which 
ties into your light 
wiring. Connect to 
h i g h - b e a m  w i r e 

or turn signal cancel button to allow independent 
control of driving lights, fog lights or any accessory 
electrical device from a pre-existing control button. 
Tap high beams or blinker cancel button to activate, 
LED shines green to indicate power to your auxiliary 
relay. This programmable pulse sensor technology 
is a reliable and efficient way to control auxiliary 
power. Neat. Includes tie wraps, wire clips, adhesive 
tape and instructions. Max current draw 200mA 
@ 12V. 1.4"×1.4"×.3".

#4764 $25.00

DC COAX 
JACK PANEL 

mOUNT
Provides a f lush 

mount DC coax jack 
panel with a spring loaded cover. The six inch coax 
plug cable allows direct connection to DC coax 
power output.

#300 $18.00
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TWINmAX SyNCHRONIzER
A step beyond commonplace mercury ‘carb stick’, this device sports digital accuracy and no 
moving parts such as springs or diaphragms. Running the included 9 volt battery, the TwinMax 
is suitable for both carbureted and fuel-injected engines of 2, 3, or 4 cylinders. Get your 
fuel delivery sorted with this easy-to-use device and reap 
the benefits of a smoother running engine and increased 
rideability. A very useful shop tool that you’ll have fun with 
the first time you use it. 4.25"×3"×1.5". For bikes without 
vacuum synch ports one 5mm threaded adapter per cylinder 
is required.

#4543 $119.00
Adapter (each) #4572 $7.00

CARBmATE SyNCHRONIzER
This fully digital carburetor synchronizer is rugged, precise and extremely easy to use. Two rows of LEDs 
indicate + and - balance on any two referenced cylinders. (For triples and fours connect #1 and #2, then 
#1 and #3, then #1 and #4 cylinders.) The Carbmate is powered by the bike’s 12 volt system, so there is 
no internal battery to replace or be dead just when needed. The adjustable vacuum resolution is fast and 
precise, and the digital readout makes it easier to get everything perfect 4"×8"×1.75".

#4630 $129.00

adapter

AUXILIARy POWER fUSED PANELS
Supply convenient, safe fused power for up to eight individual electronic devices, 
such as radios, MP3 players, GPSs and other accessories. The Centech AP1 
handles up to 60 amps and allows for eight connected outputs that remain on 
when your bike is running, off when it’s not. The Centech AP2 version allows for five 
‘on when running/off when not’ outputs and three “always on” outputs that remain 
active after your bike is turned off. This is especially helpful for devices that need 
to remain “live” such as radio memories and some GPS units. Made using plated 
contacts and stainless steel hardware, with a built-in grounding system, these 
units are rugged and water resistant multiple accessory wiring solutions. Their 
compact size (3"×2.4"×1") allows for easy installation inside fairings, under 
saddles and in other tight spots. Lugless terminals mean you simply strip wire 
ends, insert, and tighten set screws. Includes fuses, all mounting hardware and 
complete instructions. Neat, easy and safe.

AP-1 #2549 $58.00
AP-2 #2538 $59.00

(AP-130R) AP-2 Wiring Harness (required for split use-function) #2539 $37.00

 POWER DISTRIBUTION mODULE
Welcome to the 21st century of motorcycle electronic power distribution. 
This compact solid-state fully electronic module is designed to enhance the 
accessory power distribution system on any motorcycle, including those with 
CANbus electrical systems like the newer BMWs. It’s got 60 amps total capacity 
over six circuits with a maximum draw of 15 Amps. It’s a completely solid state 
system, with fault detection and diagnostic LEDs, and operates faster, more 
efficiently and offers more reliability than its fused counterpart. This makes it 
easy to add accessories such as auxiliary lighting, communications equipment 
and electrically heated clothing, without overloading accessory plugs of 
creating electrical faults. If a circuit does short, it automatically resets itself 
after the fault has been corrected, eliminating the hassles of locating, pulling 
and replacing blown fuses (“Does anyone have a spare 10 amp? I’ll trade you 
a 5 and a 15 for a 10…”) Several operational modes for different circuits: 
Ignition sensing with “always on,” “timed off” or “ignition off” configurations 
allow wiring some devices that need to stay “live” when the key is off, such 
as some GPS units and radio memories, and others that don’t, like heated 
grips. One 15 amp circuit is externally switchable 
with small, low current switches for lighting, etc., 
meaning no need to add extra relays.  Ground 
buss. Includes all necessary wire connectors for 
installation. Completely waterproof and sealed to 
IP67 standards. A light, durable, ultra-reliable 
space age electronic system for all of your 
bike’s powered accessories. Only 4" wide × 
2.875" deep × .875" tall.

#4785 $149.00
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HEAT TILE KIT
Protects your plastic side panels and other poten-
tially meltable parts from exhaust pipe heat. These 
heat-proof strips can be easily cut with scissors 
and have adhesive on one side, aluminized fiber-
glass on the other.

Large (One 6"×12" Strip) #4915 $18.00

COOL Off TAPE
Deflect your engine’s radiant heat away from wiring, 
cables, hoses, fuel lines and seams. Withstands up to 
2000 degrees. Flexible, cuts with scissors and is easy 
to apply. 15' roll of 1.375" adhesive-backed alumi-
nized fiberglass tape.

#2524 $18.00

ADHESIVE HEAT BARRIER
This adhesive backed composite reflective material 
withstands radiant temperatures to 2000° and 
is perfect for lining the underside of a gas tank 
or any other component that is near (but not in 
direct contact) with a super hot engine or exhaust 
system. Cut to fit with scissors. Powerful all-surface 
adhesive. 12"×24". 

#2523 $22.00

TENACIOUS TAPE
This clear matte-surfaced tape provides 
fast, long lasting repairs on fabrics, 
vinyl, rubber, plastic, aluminum, etc. 
Its tenacious adhesive is much more 
aggressive than Duct Tape and it 
removes without leaving a sticky residue. 
Waterproof and UV stabilized. Perfect 
for all kinds of motogear emergencies 
(It’s even been used as an emergency 
inner tube patch... not recommended). 
3"×20", 1oz.  

#770 $5.00

mINI DUCT TAPE
We all know of the limitless repair 
possibil it ies with the hallowed 
material known as duct tape, problem 
is, it comes on really large spools 
and is pretty clunky to pack and have 
around when you need it. These mini 
duct tape rolls are the real thing, 
on much smaller diameter, weather-
resistant plastic spindles. Handy, and 
at times, indispensable. Classic grey. 
Two 2"×50" rolls, 3.2 oz.

 #756 $4.00

TEAR AID
This stuff repairs holes and rips 
on pretty much anything, including 
rubber, neoprene, plastic, steel, 
fiberglass, etc. No messy adhesives 
— simply peel & stick. Resists UV rays 
and won’t turn gummy in high heat, or 
brittle in the cold. Stretchy. Includes 
a couple of alcohol prep pads. 3"×5' 
roll. Specify type: “B” for vinyl, or “A” 
for all other materials.

#4653 $24.00

INDUSTRIAL 
DOUBLE STICK TAPE

Amazingly aggressive sticky tape! Extremely sticky 
adhesive that replaces all other double sided 
mounting tapes and fixatives. Tape is a non-
hardening and permanently flexible material 

that holds incredibly strong. Easily removed when 
no longer needed and leaves no residue behind. 

Industrial strength holding technology developed for 
the automotive and movie industries, but re-engineered for 

consumer use. Secures signs, panels, trim, assorted farkle and much more — simply 
too many uses to list here…the kind of thing you didn’t know you needed until you have 
it around. Comes in a very cool metal tin, about the size of a hockey puck, that is kind 
of old timey and will be of use long after the tape is gone.  .5" wide × 20' long roll.

#4741 $18.00

OIL RECyCLER DRAIN PAN
Changing the oil in your scoot is faster and 
neater with this low profile oil drain pan-container 
combo. Ultra low profile slides under the bike and 
the extra large, no-splash funnel screws into the 
neck during use and then snaps into the side of 
the rugged, recycled polyethylene body for storage. 
When the job is finished this lets you tidily drop 
your bike’s used oil at any dealer, garage or service 
station for recycling. Good clean fun. Available in 
7qt (6L) or 12.5qt (12L) sizes.

 7 Quart Drain Pan #4878 $20.00
12.5 Quart Drain Pan #4879 $24.00

AmSOIL mOTORCyCLE OIL
Advanced synthetic multi-functional formula for both domestic 
and foreign motorcycles, designed to provide the absolute best 
lubrication. Reduces friction, heat and wear and is specially for-
mulated to excel in all areas unique to motorcycles, including 
high engine RPM, wet clutch lubrication, extreme pressure 
regions of gears and rust common to short drives and storage. 
10W-40 is recommended for high-performance liquid or air-
cooled 4-stroke engines and is wet-clutch compatible for use 
in transmissions. 20W-50 is excellent in air-cooled engines due 
to high heat resistance and can also be used in transmissions and the primary 
chaincase. These products are not recommended where API GL-4 or GL-5 gear oil 
is required. 1 quart.

10W-40 MC Oil #4806  
20W-50 MC Oil #4807

For current prices call 800-222-1994.

AmSOIL SEVERE GEAR LUBE
Synthetic extreme pressure lubricant, engineered for high-demand 
applications including off-road riding, racing and cross country adven-
tures. Superior protection for gears and bearings against scoring 
and wear in all riding conditions and climates. Outperforms all 
conventional gear oils and ensures your ride runs better and lasts 
longer. 1 quart.

Severe Gear 75W-90 Lube #4808  
Severe Gear 75W-110 Lube #4809
Severe Gear 75W-140 Lube #4810
For current prices call 800-222-1994.
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QUIKSTEEL EPOXy
Wonderful stuff. Especially if your 
gas tank or crankcase has had its 
integrity compromised miles from 
anywhere. A high strength epoxy that 
activates when kneaded, it goes from 
putty to steel-hard in 15 minutes. 
Contained in a plastic tube. An 
inexpensive, high-tech material that 
takes up no room and could be a 
real ridesaver. 4.1"×1.1" 2.2 oz. 

#759 $6.00

BARGE CEmENT
Odd of name and unusual in its effec-
tiveness (it might be made from Ol’ 
Yeller), Barge cement is a powerful 
contact-type cement that is a tradi-
tional cobbler’s staple. So it’s great 
for sticking soles back on boots, and 
just about anywhere else two flat 
surfaces need to be re-connected in a 
durable, weatherproof manner. Great 
stuff. 2 oz. Tube.

 #758 $5.00

EPOXy CUPS
Epoxy. Better adhesion through 
chemistry. These small one-use, mix-
in-pack epoxy cups are convenient to 
have tucked discreetly in your travel 
kit. If the need arises to make repairs 
with an epoxy, this stuff will be ready 
to go. They do not require measuring 
or other laboratory tomfoolery. Two 
cups per package. 5 minute cure time. 
Each cup is 2"×0.3", 6 oz. 

 #4553 $8.00

J-B STIK WELD
A hand kneadable, steel-reinforced 
epoxy putty adhesive/sealant that 
will plug holes and make permanent 
repairs on wet and dry surfaces. It 
can be drilled, sanded, filed, tapped, 
machined, and painted. This Herculean-
strong putty cures in 20–30 minutes, 
even while completely submerged 
under water or gasoline(!). Just pinch 
off as much as you need. 2 oz.

  #4961 $6.00

QUIKALUmINUm EPOXy
When you’re miles from nowhere, 
this stuff is a blessing for emergency 
repairs on all aluminum parts, such 
as broken clutch levers, mounts, 
etc. Whatever your misfortune, this 
kneadable, quick-curing-to-rock-hard 
putty will get you back on the road 
home or to the nearest repair shop.  
4.1"×1.1" 2.5 oz.

#4559 $7.00

J-B KWIK WELD
This two-step welder consists of 
separate tubes of liquid steel/epoxy 
resin and hardener. When mixed 
together, a chemical reaction turns 
the mixture into a compound that’s 
as hard and tough as steel. It stays 
pliable for about 2 minutes after 
mixing, and sets in just 4 minutes 
(cures fully in 4 hours). Non-toxic. Two 
1 oz. tubes. 

  #4960 $6.00

J-B mINI EPOXy SyRINGE
A clear epoxy in a handy little one time 
use syringe. Perfect for making repairs 
on the road without the mess. Bonds 
to almost any surface — wood, metal, 
glass, plastics, etc. Sets in about 
5 minutes and cures in 2-3 hours. 
It’s small, so it’ll fit with the other 
emergency repair gunk in your toolkit 
or tank bag. 1.25"×3.25", 0.2 oz.

  #4959 $5.00

TUff TOE
Hardworking, customizable protec-
tion. This two-part polyurethane is 
an easy way to add a strong layer of 
armor to the toe of your boots, make 
a shift lever boot pad, or even patch 
a damaged item (Fairing? Fender? 
Saddlebag? Body panel?) Excellent 
for all kinds of bonding repairs. Stiff, 
highly abrasion resistant, but still 
flexes slightly. Easy to use. Black. 

#1225 $20.00

THERmAL EXHAUST WRAP
Maintain hotter exhaust gasses for better scavenging (more power!) and 
control heat buildup in tight areas. Black and tan wrap is an asbestos-free 
fiberglass material that withstands 1200°F direct/ 2000°F intermittent 
heat. Titanium wrap is the next step in tuning technology, constructed from 

pulverized lava rock and extruded into fibers, this material 
exhibits true titanium-like strength, toughness and look. 

Handles continuous heat up to 1800°F and radiant 
heat up to 2800°F for incredible durability and 
performance enhancement. Apply Hi-Temp silicone 
coating sprays to exhaust wrap installation for 

excellent sealing properties and extended pro-
tection from abrasions, oil, grease, dirt and road 
grime. Exhaust wrap comes in 15' rolls. Pipe wrap kits include: Two 2" exhaust wrap rolls, eight 8" and 
four 14" stainless steel locking ties and one 12 oz. can of silicone coating spray. 

 Titanium Exhaust Wrap – 1" Roll #2601 $16.00
Titanium Exhaust Wrap – 2" Roll #2602 $22.00

Black Exhaust Wrap – 1" Roll #2603 $12.00
Black Exhaust Wrap – 2" Roll #2605 $18.00

Tan Exhaust Wrap – 1" Roll #2521 $10.00
Tan Exhaust Wrap – 2" Roll #2522 $18.00
Stainless Lock Ties (8 qty.) #2525 $16.00

Black Hi-Temp Silicone Coating Spray #2607 $12.00
Aluminum Hi-Temp Silicone Coating Spray #2561 $12.00

tan, black and titanium wrap
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LOOBmAN CHAIN LUBER
A manually operated and simple chain luber that has no moving parts, and no attachment to 
the engine or carburetor is required. Loobman will fit any motorcycle and is easily installed. Any 
kind of oil can be used with this unit (Loobman recommends ordinary engine oil), and although 
this is the low-tech approach to on-bike chain oiling, it is vastly superior to spraying lube on 
your chain at irregular intervals while out on the road. The ability to hit the chain with lube while 
operating will extend chain life considerably, which is not to be taken lightly as the per-link cost 
of a quality chain is not exactly cheap. The Loobman is both economical to buy and makes your 
chain last longer. Win win.

#4526 $47.00

TEfLON 
mULTI-USE  
LUBRICANT
For brake, clutch 
le vers , thrott le 
cables… and oh 
yes, chains, too. 
Sprays on wet, sets 
up dry and lasts a 
long time with no 
oily film residue. 

Formulated with 
Teflon® and organic molybdenum. 
Silicone free – protects against rust 
and oxidation and doesn’t attract dirt 
or grime. Clean lubrication that lasts 
up to five times longer than other 
lubricants. 4 oz.

 #4966 $6.00 

BOESHIELD T-9 
CORROSION 
PROTECTANT 

AND WATERPROOf 
LUBRICANT

Going beyond the stuff available at 
the hardware store, Boeshield was 
developed by the aviation industry giant 
Boeing, as a protective coating that 
penetrates deeply into fasteners and 
fixtures, displaces moisture and attacks 

corrosion, and then drys to a clean waxy 
film. Not only that, but it will help loosen rusted parts 
and will not harm paints, plastics, or vinyl. Useful for all 
the places you’d use more pedestrian formulations like 
clutch cables, pivots and linkages, and even battery 
terminals and other wiring that may be exposed to the 
elements. Good stuff. 4 oz.

 Liquid #4574 $10.00
 Aerosol #4575 $10.00

CABLE LUBER 
+ LUBE

Designed for use with aerosol 
lubricants, this device has the 
capacity to lubricate cables 
from 3/16" to 3/8" diameter 
which should cover just about 
anything. The Cable Luber Kit 
includes lube that is specially 

formulated to minimize friction in control 
cables. Cables get dry and need attention 
periodically, and the degradation in feel 
and performance is gradual and insidious. 
Not only will this device keep your cables 
lasting longer, it makes riding less effort. 
Belongs in everybody’s toolbox.
Cable Luber (without Lube) #4528 $19.00

 Cable Luber Kit (with Lube) 
#4527 $24.00

 CHAIN OILER KIT
Create your custom chain oiling system to fit your bike and riding needs perfectly. This kit contains a small 
thumb operated manual pump, allowing you to control the oil supply. More oil for some conditions (after riding 
through rain), and less for others. The tank, pump and hoses come with several aluminum brackets to allow 
bike-specific mountings in a variety of handy locations. Manual operation allows you to control the supply 
of oil very precisely and will minimize over-oiling messes. Your bike will have a greatly extended chain and 
sprocket lifespan, and will require less frequent chain tension adjustment. 
This kit provides everything you’ll need for a compact, lightweight system: 
an assortment of oil bottles, tubes/hoses, connectors, pump, mounting 
brackets, mounting sleeves, tie wraps, connectors and instructions. Once 
the installation is done, all that’s left is to thumb the pump once or twice 
and enjoy a smoother running, quieter, motorcycle chain.

#4898 $97.00

CHAIN OILERS CAN TRIPLE THE LIFE OF YOUR BIKE’S CHAIN AND SPROCKETS!

dual injector

kit

SCOTTOILER
The best way to encourage chain longevity is to make sure you lube it on a regular basis. Scottoiler 
is a great way to go. Metering lube just a little at a time while you are riding, the Scottoiler is a great 
“set it and forget it” way to deliver lubrication to the critical “link” in your bikes drivetrain. Operating 
off of engine vacuum (the engine is unaffected), this device delivers an adjustable, precisely metered 
amount of oil to the inside of the chain run near the rear sprocket, and centrifugal force and capillary 
action ensure that oil gets to all parts of the links and plates comprising your chain (and not any extra 

on your wheel and tire). A must for long distances and bad weather, the Scottoiler will prolong both o-ring and standard chain life 
as well as lengthening the time between adjustments. Also, because the chain is lubed while you ride, the warmth of the operating 
chain takes oil better than a cold one. A quality product, used for over 10 years in the British Isles, in the midst of what they sport-
ingly call “weather.” Fits all chain-drive bikes and installs in a neat factory-look manner. An overdue product and one which works 
very well. Can more than double the life of a chain and sprocket set.

SCOTTOILER ESySTEm 
Electronically controlled chain lubrication system. 
60cc Reservoir.

#3491 $277.00

STANDARD SCOTTOILER 
50cc Reservoir with a 500-1000 mi. range. 

#3502 $167.00

DUAL INJECTOR 
Increases the ef f iciency of all Scot toilers by 
accurately delivering oil directly to both sides of 
the chain.

#3593 $37.00

SCOTTOILER REfILLS
Note: You can refill with many types of oil. .5L

Traditional Refill #3592 $12.00

SCOTTOILER LUBE TUBE
200cc Reserve Reservoir

#3404 $37.00
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RK EXCEL CHAIN BREAK AND 
PRESS KIT

The Best. Comes with everything needed to break, 
rivet and flare endless chain pins. Kit includes 
detailed, photo-illustrated instructions. This one 
is popular with both shops and race teams. Very 
nicely made. Fits 520-532 size chains. 5.5"×4.75"×1", 6 oz. 

#2589 $135.00

mINI CHAIN 
BREAKER & 

PRESS
If you’ve ever needed 
to get an endless 

drive chain apart, you 
know it’s a good thing to 

have a specialized tool to drive the 
sometimes quite stubborn pin out after 

you’ve ground the top off. Featuring a 
chrome-moly body and a folding handle 

for easy storage, the Mini Chain Breaker 
belongs in any home-mechanics toolbox. 

Handles 420, 428, 520, 530, and some 630 chains, 
which pretty much covers whatever you may run into. 
Capable of pushing a link pin completely through the 
connecting link, the replaceable drive pin is heat-
treated and very tough. Add the Mini Chain Press for 

pressing on pressfit side plates. These tools are small 
and light enough to carry on trips yet tough enough to do 

the job and get you rolling again if you must do an emergency chain-ectomy 
somewhere that’s nasty. Press includes hex wrench, and fits all 520-530 size 
chains. Breaker is 4.5"×1.5"×1", 11.2 oz. Press is 2.25"×1.5"×1", 7.3 oz.

Breaker #4513 $28.00
Press #4512 $16.00

Both (Breaker & Press) SAVE $5.00 #4514 $39.00

T-6 CHAIN BREAK AND 
PRESS TOOL

For breaking chains and pressing on 
master link side plates. Includes press 
and side plates. Will push link pin com-
pletely through link/side plate. Handle 
detaches for easy storage. Made of high-
strength aluminum and chrome-molyb-
denum (well educated steel). A really 
nice tool. Fits 520–530 size chains. 
5.5"×4.75"×1", 10.4 oz. 

#4649 $75.00

PROfI C.A.T. LASER 
ALIGNmENT TOOL

Don’t trust the dodgy, inac-
cu ra te  whee l  a l i gnmen t 
hashmarks on your swingarm? 
Mount the Profi-Cat laser on 
your rear sprocket and its 
precise beam is projected to 
reference tabs on the front 

brake disc to ensure accurate 
alignment of the rear wheel, meaning 

no dog-tracking handling oddities or premature 
chain wear. More speed, optimized control, and longer 

parts–life result. A great addition to the toolbox. Keep it 
straight with this well made device.

#4617 $99.00

CHAIN BREAKER 
AND RIVETING 

TOOL
Versatile 3-in-1 tool can be 
used on both cam chains 
and drive chains. Includes 
three pin sizes for compatibility 
with most chains (2mm, 3mm 
& 4mm) and sturdy cast design 
will break chains from #35 to 
#530. Also includes tools and 
plates needed to rivet hollow 
nose master links.  All parts 

store neatly in molded plastic case. 8.5"×4"×1.5", 24 oz. 
#3693 $99.00

PROALIGNER
Align wheels with laser beam 
precision, without the dead 

batteries or high cost of a laser, 
or the bulk of a really long straight 

edge. Even slightly misaligned wheels cause weird skewed steering, 
breaking and handling. This simple, easy-to-use tool is the solution to accurate 
wheel alignment of any motorcycle. The versatile and easy to read dual scale 
design can be used with a bike on 
a rear stand, front stand, center-
stand, side stand or no stand. A fast, 
accurate alignment tool that will make 
your bike steer and ride better. Great 
instructions, too. 12"×1"×.4"

#4765 $35.00

WATERPROOf zIPPER LUBRICATION…
Waterproof zippers are much more precise than regular zippers, with closer 
tolerances. Occasional lubrication hugely reduces slider drag. Makes 
zipping much easier. (You’ll feel a small dif ference in ‘slider pull’ everyday 
in ease-of-use and of f-and-on convenience.)

Teflon “chain saver” is the best way to make waterproof zips work faster and 
easier. This lubricant is applied to every Aerostich waterproof zipper during 
manufacturing. We experimented with other lubricants -- this one is best. 
(Formerly labeled as ‘Teflon Multi-Use Lubricant’ by its manufacturer. Why 
did the name change?…formula is exactly the same. See photos.)

One quick zipper application provides months of lubricant 
ef fect, even if exposed to occasional rain. So ignore the 
packaging. (Yeah, it is also excellent for levers, cables, 
latches…and even chains.) A little bit goes a long way. 
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CLAmPTITE 
TOOL

A nifty tool with a veritable 
googolplex of uses that no 
gear kit should be without. 
Use it for a fix on almost 
anything that’s loose or broken: 
blown hose, cracked frame, loose/
cracked fender, headlight/taillight 
lens, etc. Also works as a rock solid 
strap. Wraps stainless steel wire into 
a tight hose-type clamp. When you’re 
miles from nowhere, and the unexpected 
happens, you’ll wish you had one of these. 
Small, strong, easy to use and takes up hardly any 
space. 5"×1.75"×0.5", 3.6 oz.

Clamptite Tool #4913 $69.00
Wire (.041 Stainless Steel, 50 ft.) #4921 $14.00

GAS LINE QUICK 
DISCONNECT

For those of us who own bikes 
that occasionally need a little bit 
of investigatory tinkering in the 
field, this is a way to get the gas 
tank off quickly without yanking 
fuel lines off of carbs or petcocks 
or wrestling with hose clamps. 
(The o-ring gas line connectors are 
rated ok for use on fuel injected 

motorcycles.) It also can make refueling your multi-fuel camping stove less of a messy 
chore, especially on extended trips. Has a Viton ring for dependable sealing and will 
withstand all types of fuel, due to its construction of high-tech nylon.

1/4" (ID Fuel Line) #3572 $16.00
5/16" (ID Fuel Line) #3573 $16.00

SPEED BLEEDER
Bleed your own brakes quickly, reliably and inexpensively. This ingenious bleeder 
screw uses a patented valve enabling you to get the job done correctly without 
the aid of a helper. Neat. Bleeders vary based on the make, model and year of 
motorcycle. Call or see website to match the right bleeder for your bike. Generally, 
Yamaha’s use #4967, Honda’s use #4967, Suzuki’s use #4969, Kawasaki’s use 
#4968, BMW’s before 1996 use #4964, 1996 BMW’s and after use #4964 (front) 
& #4970 (rear), Ducati’s use #4964, and Moto Guzzi’s use #4964 or #4967.

M6×1.0/1.13"* #4970 $8.00
M7×1.0/1.19"* #4968 $8.00
M7×1.0/1.38"* #4969 $8.00 

M8×1.25/1.28"* #4967 $8.00 
M10×1.0/1.28"* #4964 $8.00

*(Thread Pitch / Overall Length). Thread pitch is designated by the major thread 
diameter followed by the number of threads per millimeter. Ex: the thread pitch 
‘M6×1.0’ is 6mm in diameter and has 1 thread per millimeter.

EzE BLEEDER
This device ensures that you’ll get ALL the air out of a clutch or brake system 
by allowing you to inject clean fluid into the bleeder valve, thus forcing air 
upstream where it bubbles out the master cylinder. Great idea! Includes 
bleeder valve adapters, a fitting for bench bleeding master cylinders, storage 
container and easy to follow instructions.

#4979 $24.00

SCRUBS
Deep cleaning, anti-
bacterial Scrubs 
remove grease and 
gr ime from the 
dirtiest hands with 
powerful cleaning 
agents in a non-
scratching , non-

abrasive, disposable hand towel. Keep one or two 
on your bike and a few with your tools, so that the 
next time you are stuck fixing something dirty you 
can clean up afterward… it’s almost as satisfying as 
being able to fix the problem in the first place.

Pack of 5 (Individual Single Use Packets) 
#4565 $3.00

THE 
ABSORBER®

It’s not your thirsty 
riding buddy, it’s a 
27"×17" super-towel 
that drinks up moisture 
fast and dries out just 

as quickly. Packs up small and is ideal for cleaning 
your bike. Hard as the proverbial rock when dry, 
it quickly absorbs 50% more water than a hide 
chamois and does it three times faster. Once wet & 
wrung out, it’s so soft it won’t scratch a thing. A great 
example of how high-tech is helping to keep bikes 
looking better, faster. 27"×17", 8 oz.

 #1563 $14.00

mICROfIBER 
UTILITy RAG

A versatile micro-
fiber terrycloth for 
washing and drying 
your bike. Absorbs 
and ho lds  more 
water...faster than 
all  ordinary rags, 
and wrings dry. Non-

abrasive. Packs away tiny. Hand or machine wash 
(no bleach, no fabric softener), dryer safe. Ultra 
Terry Weave. 16"×16", 1.5 oz. Blue. 

#1572 $4.00

SWISS-TECH SCREWz ALL
A keyring tool that is made to Swiss Techs’ usual high standards 

of quality and is versatile beyond its apparent size. Four 
screwdriver bits consisting of a micro and full-sized 

Phillips and the same in slotted configuration are 
available and handy at all times. Ruggedly 

constructed of 420 stainless steel. 
2"×.9"×.25" folded, 1.5 oz.

#4622 $5.00
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SWISS-TECH mICRO TOOL
Diminutive, clever, and packing a surprising 
amount of utility, the Swiss Tech is a key-ring 
sized pliers/flat blade/Phillips blade/wire 
cutter that is made of machined and hardened 

tool steel that is as strong as it is, well, cute. We 
don’t know about the “using it as a key ring” part 

(looks as if it would flail a bike dash pretty bad), but 
it is one of the nicest tiny tools out there. Good goods. 
1.9"×1"×0.25", 1.7 oz. 

#3548 $8.00

LEATHERmAN mICRA®

Containing a spring-loaded scissors and nine other tools, 
the Micra is Leatherman’s smallest multi-tool, and not 
only is it tiny, it’s much more useful than a lot of small 

knives or other keychain-sized 
gadgets, as it has 10 fully functional features that really 
work, centering around the scissors as the main tool. 
Small enough to fit on a keychain, and handier than most 
tools this size.  2.6"×.75"×.45", 1.8 oz.  

#2402 $32.00

SWISS-TECH UTILI-KEyS
Cleverly masquerading as a key, 
these little devices clip onto your 

key ring and contain a plethora of 
tools in a very compact format. The 
6-in-1 features a straight/serrated 
blade, three screwdrivers and a bottle 
opener. The 8-in-1 features a jeweler’s 
screwdriver, slotted and Phillips 
screwdrivers, nail file and cleaner, wire 
cutter/stripper and bottle opener. Very 
handy for 

something that weighs a quarter of an ounce and is 
only 2.75" long when closed. That’s a lotta fob. So 
unobtrusive you may forget you have one with you. 
So don’t.

6-in-1 #3547 $12.00
8-in-1 #3596 $14.00

LEATHERmAN CHARGE TTI
The most advanced multi-pliers on the planet, made of the best materials — 
Lightweight Titanium handles with 154cm knife-steel blades — this is a lighter, 
tougher combo. Outside accessible blades for one 
handed opening and all blades and tools lock 
into place. Removable side pocket clip. Includes 
7 double ended driver bits (Phillips, Flat, Hex, 
Square, Torx…). Also sports clip point and serrated 
knife blades, wire crimper, scissors, file, saw and 
removable lanyard ring…if it doesn’t have it, you probably don’t need it. Folded 
length: 4"×1.5"×.75", 8.2 oz.

#4973 $157.00

LEATHERmAN mULTI-TOOLS
If you bought a Leatherman when they were first introduced in 1983, we’re sorry to tell you that your 25 year warranty has expired. The good news is that these tools 
are constantly evolving, and we have sorted through the choices to find the two best suited to have along on the next ride. Both featured models are constructed of a 
stainless steel body and sport the following features: Needlenose and regular pliers, knife, wire cutters, wire stripper, screwdriver, bottle opener, can opener, 8 in/ 19cm 

ruler, lanyard ring, sheath, and yes…another 25 year warranty.  Check out the additional details listed below to help choose the one right for your next riding 
adventure…’cause you never know when you’ll need that bottle opener, hmmm.

LEATHERmAN KICK® 
Updated from the standard Leatherman to be lighter, faster, stronger, more 
powerful than ever before (and far from a six million dollar price tag).  Featuring 
twelve tools in one, the three screwdriver blades now incorporate a new design 
to keep them open better during use.  The narrower and lighter design now incor-
porates comfort-grip Zytel® inserts in the handle to feel better in the hand. Very 
handy. Folded length: 4", 5.2 oz.

#2446  $37.00

VICTORINOX SWISS TOOL SPIRIT PLUS RATCHET
Leave it to the builders of the Swiss army knife to come up with an extremely 
well-built, ergonomically shaped pocket tool. This beautiful piece features a “one 
step” approach to tool access, meaning you can open the blades in each handle 
without opening the entire tool. Individual 
springs hold each blade in place, eliminating 
“clumping,” where a bunch of stuff opens 
when you just wanted one blade. Tools also 
lock solidly in place once opened. Elegant. 
4.5"×1.75"×1.75", 12.2 oz.

 #2584 $127.00 
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REPAIR IT RIGHT TIRE REPAIR DVD 
Get the job done right with this helpful how-to 

DVD. A lot of thought, time and care went into 
making this, and it shows. Contains every-
thing you need to know, from removing, bead 
breaking, balancing and repairing tube and 
tubeless tires. It’s a must-have for anyone 
with a bike, and old timers might just learn 

a trick or two they’ve never seen before. DVD, 
80 minutes.

#3627 $30.00

SCISSOR JACK
An incredibly useful tool for performing any bike maintenance. Lifts and supports 
your motorcycle, allowing easier removal of wheels, chain, sprockets and any 
other parts that need to be removed or replaced when wrenching on the ride. 
Compact design with a sturdy base and steel construction, will elevate 2000 lbs 
up to 15". A great accessory to use with the Aerostich Lightweight Motorcycle 
Workstand (#4754 Steel or #4755 Aluminum).

#4746 $35.00

 WHEEL CRATE WORKSTAND
An affordable and more comfortable way to perform all bike maintenance. This 
workstand quickly transforms any space into a motorcycle workshop. The ramp-and-
crate system assembles easily using two heavy-
duty dairy crates (not the lightweight department 
store storage boxes) to raise your bike 11". This 
makes any job a lot more comfortable — every-
thing goes more smoothly up and off the ground, 
from tune-ups to easier access for oil draining and 
tire changes. Maximum versatility and stability for 
all motorcycle and scooter repair work. When the 
job is done, pick it up and lean against the wall 
— out of the way until it’s needed again. Useful for 
display, detailing and cleaning, too. For all bikes 
weighing up to 500 lbs. Saves your knees, back and 
assorted other things. Includes complete set-up 
and use instructions. Seriously. Dimensions (set-
up) 116.5"×48"×20". Aluminum model is 25 lbs. 
Order two Wheel Crates per stand and one set of 
tie downs. Workstands ship Fed-Ex with an oversize 
package surcharge of $20.00. 

Aluminum Workstand #4755 $297.00
Wheel Crate #3585 $15.00
Scissor Jack #4746 $35.00

QUICKLOADER 
RETRACTABLE TIE-DOWN
A retractable ratcheting tie down 

that neatly spools its own strap 
— eliminating f lying loose ends 
and knotted and tangled webbing. 
Twelve feet of 1500 lb 1" nylon 

webbing smoothly dispenses from a 
spring-loaded storage spool for easy strap adjust-
ment, while sturdy S-hooks and a locking ratchet 

maintain load-tension.  This automatic roll-up feature makes for 
exceptional ease of use when securing nearly anything to a trailer, van 

or truck bed. And when there is nothing to strap, the spring loaded spool 
also lets you bounce it up and down like an oversize yo-yo, for added entertain-
ment value. 500 lb. total capacity rating. 7.2"×4.4"×2.8". 1.6 lbs. Webbing: 1" 
wide × .9mm thick. Red. Sold individually. 

#4752 $24.00
2-Pack  #4769 $42.00

HEAVy DUTy SELf-RETRACT-
ING RATCHETING TIE DOWN 
These take the hassle out of securely 

strapping down any bike. Tough one inch 
polyester nylon webbing has a long six-foot reach 

and ratchets securely with a breaking strength of 
3500 lbs. A unique mounting design allows the buckle to 

secure to itself, or bolt permanently to a trailer or workbench,  
or connect to nearly any tie-down point with an 
optional S-Hook Adapter. Sold in Pairs. Base 
measures 5"×2.5"×2.75". 1 lb. 4 oz.

#4766 $32.00
S-Hook Adapters (Pair) #4768 $12.00CARABINER TIE DOWNS

Cam lock tie downs made from durable 1"×84" nylon webbing rated to 4500 
lbs., with a max load rating of 1500 lbs. Looped nylon strap hooks allow for 
cinching a load without scratching paint and carabiner style hooks attach 
securely. Black. Pair.

#4747 $34.00
SHOP-USE TECHNO 

TOWEL SET
Quite simply the ultimate shop 
towels, these ultra-soft, super-
absorbent cloths are made from a 

non-woven Viscose Rayon material. Each 
towel absorbs copious amounts of liquid 
for the small 10"×12" size, is quick-drying, 
compact and hand-washable for use, after 

use, after use… Soak up a spill, wipe 
down a wet saddle, clean a face shield 
- too many practical applications to list 

(and they work way better than old stained T-shirts or 
holey socks, too) Black. 10"×12". Set of 5.

#1586 $10.00
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mOTO SURfACE CLEANER 

& DEGREASER
A stronger motorcycle cleaner that works better on 
oil, dead bugs, and packed dirt than the all-purpose 
spray cleaners found in grocery stores (Simple 
Green, etc...) ...but it doesn’t attack aluminum 
and painted surfaces or leave residue stains like 
some motorcycle cleaners. The Moto-surface 
cleaner is strong enough to be truly effective, 
but mild and safe on your bike’s finish. It’s also 
more cost-effective... about a third less than 
imported cleaners. An industrial strength pre-wash 
detergent formula is specifically made for cleaning 
and/or degreasing. This stuff can safely be used on plastic, 
paint, aluminum, vinyl, rubber, fiberglass, battery terminals, and surfaces of all 
types. The expected spray head is an Owens Brockway Trigger Sprayer, the best 
adjustable squirter available. Contains an earth friendly blend of water soluble 
surfactants and no alcohol, oils, ammonia, or phosphates. It is both non-abrasive 
and biodegradable. Your bike will shine when you ride and be a lot nicer to work 
on when you need to do that. Less harmful than a pressure washer. Less work 
than a soapy bucket. Faster too.

1L Cleaner #4596 $7.00
.8L Degreaser #4696 $7.00

PROTECTALL SURfACE CARE
Simply the best of the “all-in-one” cleaner, wax and polish product 

available. Use it on paint, chrome, fiberglass, Plexiglas wind-
screens, helmets and visors, leather and more. Advanced non-
abrasive formula is easy to apply, dries clear and finishes with 
a fresh lemony scent. Polishes to a lustrous showroom shine 
and protects with Carnauba Wax and UV blocker. Vinyl, rubber 
and finished leather are treated to a non-oily, natural appear-
ance. Beautifies all surfaces quicker and easier than ever 
thought possible. Incredible on helmet face shields and wind-
shields.  A long-time favorite. 16 fl. oz. spray bottle. 

16 fl. oz. Spray Bottle #4796 $17.00

X-TREmE TAPE
Originally developed for the military, 
this high quality self-bonding silicone 
wrap forms a permanent non-con-
ductive, air and watertight insulating 
seal which stays flexible and won’t 
crack or melt in temperatures from 
–60° to +500°F. It can be removed 
and won’t leave a sticky residue like 
electrical tape. A great coolant hose 
patch, electric insulator or tool handle 
wrap. One 1"×10.5" roll, 2.0 oz. 

 #4558 $6.00

mIRACLE TAPE
Same stuff as X-Treme Tape, but more 
of it in a bunch of colors, which can 
be handy for visually reminding you 
to permanently fix what you may have 
temporarily repaired. Also holds up in 
slightly colder weather (to –65°, brrr). 
Six 10' rolls (1"×2" each). Red, yellow, 
green, gray, white and clear. 8.4 oz. 

#4940 $24.00

NOVUS POLISHES
A very high quality product that really works. Handy for removing that annoying 
scratch that is always right in the exact spot your eye wants to look. No. 1 
cleans, shines, and protects all plastics. No. 2 removes fine scratches from most 
plastics. No. 3 removes heavy scratches from most acrylics. Recommended on 
a windshield. 

No. 1 (2 oz. Bottle) #3553 $4.00
No. 2 (2 oz. Bottle) #3554 $4.00

No. 3 (2 oz. Bottle) #3555 $5.00
All 3 Polishes SAVE $3.00 (Three 2oz. Bottles) #3556 $10.00

PLASTEX 
REPAIR KIT

Powerful and stinky 
stuff that will repair 
plast ics in tough 
situations. You get 
two components; a 
powdered gap-filling 
mater ia l  and an 
aggressive solvent 
that fuses the whole 
works together for 

an effective bond. Plastex is particularly handy for dealing with the enchantingly 
brittle “plastic” often found on faired motorcycles. Not to mention those little 
tabs that like to break off... Sticks to just about anything short of polypropylene 
or polyethylene. An effective and permanent repair product. Clear.

 Small (10 mL) #4576 $16.00
 Regular (50 mL) #4577 $32.00

NITRILE GLOVES
These tough, yet lightweight mechanics gloves fit 
like a second skin and wear like iron. Air-infused 
nitrile palm-coating for exceptional gription on 
oily surfaces. Ergonomically shaped to be über 
flexible, comfortable and extremely durable. 
When the dirty part of the job is done, these 
digit protectors are machine washable too. 
Atlas 375 gloves feature a textured gray coating 
on palm and fingers for advanced gripping. Atlas 
380 gloves have a smooth black coating and are 
a bit more durable for more abrasive work. Black. 
M, L, XL.

 Nitrile 380 #1401 $6.00
Nitrile 370 #1431 $6.00

DISPOSABLE mECHANIC GLOVES
Sometimes you just don’t feel like getting 
certain things on your hands. Like carburetor 
solvents you can taste the second a drop gets 
on your skin. Or the grease and grit from 
that yearly chain scrub in the kerosene pan. 
Or... You get the idea. These nitrile rubber 
gloves were designed specifically for mechanics, 
and they feature textured fingers and palms to make 
it easier to handle slippery parts. Powder free and 
tear resistant, these gloves are a toolbox must for those 
occasional really gross jobs. Nitrile is much more resistant to 
chemicals than latex and actually fit better the longer you wear 
them. One Nitrile glove will also fit both hands, so there’s no need to 
screw around with which glove fits what. Finish that impromptu roadside adjust-
ment, peel the gloves off and continue on to your black tie affair. They will also 
help keep you hands warmer in cold conditions. Note that these are very thin, like 
surgeon’s gloves, for sensitive feel. Black. L or XL. 100 pack.

#1451 $24.00
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mINI RATCHET KIT
This great kit, featuring the most frequently used 
metric tools, is a compact upgrade for OEM tool 
kits. Includes a 48 tooth ratchet, an 8-piece metric 
socket set, extension, hex and Phillips bits. Everything 
is nicely organized in a sturdy case and each tool is 
beautifully finished. 4.5"×6.25"×1.5", 2 lbs.

#4672 $45.00

mETRIC INDUSTRIAL GRADE 
DELUXE mINI-RATCHET

Superlative quality and construction, this 28 pc. mini-ratchet 
kit includes a comprehensive selection of bits and exten-

sions, all contained in a compact case. The ratchet is capable of  
400 inch–pounds of torque, and only needs a 12 degree arc to “click,” so it can be used in 

very tight places. This is a tough little wrench set that will last for years, and it may also get you home. Lifetime 
warranty. 9 hex bits (1/16", 5/64", 3/32", 7/64", 1/8", 9/64", 5/32", 3/16", 7/32"); 4 “6 spline” bits (T10, 
T15, T20, T25); 5 slotted bits (#2, #3, #4, #5, #8); 7 metric hex (#2, #2.5, #3, #4, #5, #6, #8); 2 Phillips (P1, 
P2); and 1 Reed + Prince. 4.75"×2.9"×1.4", 13.3 oz.

#3580 $77.00

BEADBRAKR KIT
Who says you can’t take it with you? This BestRest BeadBrakR kit incorporates 
a trio of tire irons into the same mechanical design and strength of a full-size 
bead breaker. Nice. It’s compact, lightweight, and takes less than a minute to 
assemble using quick release ring pins. When the bead is free, simply break the 
device down and use the same tire irons to remove the tire from the rim. The 
entire kit fits in your hand and rolls up nicely in its own durable storage pouch. 
Includes tire irons (except #4980), quick release pins and lanyard, plywood 
blocks, sand foot (for changing tires on soft surfaces), rim protectors, bead goop, 
valve stem multi-tool, and laminated instructions. 
12"×5.5"×2", 3 lbs.

Steel Kit (Steel Tire Irons) 
#4981 $170.00 

Titanium Kit (Titanium Tire Irons) #4982 $245.00

TITANIUm COmBINATION WRENCHES
At less than one quarter the weight of standard steel wrenches, these strong 
and extremely lightweight tools are perfect to shave weight from the average 
bike toolkit. The titanium alloy will never rust or corrode and the ergonomic 
handle design makes ‘em easy to hold and use on the roadside or trail. 
Available in 8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 13mm, 
14mm, or a four wrench set that includes 
a sturdy nylon tool wrap.

8mm #3694 $20.00
 10mm #3695 $25.00
12mm #3696 $33.00
13mm #3697 $40.00
14mm #3698 $43.00

4 Wrench Set (8mm, 10mm, 12mm, 14mm) 
#3699 $112.00

four wrench set

ROADSIDE TOOL KIT 
A compact tool kit that is a major upgrade from the worthless bits that came with your 
bike. Quality tools at a reasonable price, including PowerDrive combination wrenches 
and a host of other essentials. The M2 kit includes 10mm & 12mm open and box end 
wrenches, 8" power drive wrench, cable ties, safety wire, lubricant, spark plug wrench, 
Allen wrenches, pressure gauge, screwdriver and even a shop towel. Replacing or supple-
menting the OEM kit with one of these will make a difference during the first roadside, 
garage, or trailside adjustment or repair.

#4739 $40.00
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ALL-IN-ONE TOOL KIT
Compact yet sturdy enough for lots 
of small to medium-sized repairs. 
Includes a compact ratchet with 8, 10 
and 12mm sockets; 4 and 5mm Allen 
bits, and #2 Phillips and slotted screw-
driver bits. 4.5"×1.5"×1", 7.7 oz. 

#2437 $24.00

21-IN-1 SCREWDRIVER
21 screwdrivers in the palm of your 
hand... 10 double-sided, nickel coated, 
stay put but easy-to-remove hardened 
steel bits are housed in the ergonomi-
cally-shaped handle of this ratcheting 
driver. Features 7 driving configura-
tions that can be locked into 6 driving 
positions, so you can get more torque 
and reach places a standard screw-
driver can’t. Durable construction. An 
extremely versatile, well thought out 
tool. 4"×1.5"×.6" (compact), 7.75" 
extended. 5.5 oz.

#2406 $30.00

6-PC 
PIVOTING 

HEX WRENCH 
SET

Still torturing your fingers and bashing 
your knuckles with L-shaped hex keys? 
These wrenches have a patented pivot 
joint that lets you simply rotate the 
handle around any obstacle and 
provide more leverage so you can get 
the job finished before it finishes you. 
Especially nice for hard-to-reach bolts. 
3, 4, 5, 6, 8, and 10mm. 17.5 oz.

#4958 $42.00

mETRIC 
HEX KEy 

SET
A nice, black chrome-

vanadium set of Allen wrenches 
that won’t turn into rusty, corroded 
relics in your gear bag or garage. Ball 
end allows for better access to Allen 
head bolts. Set of nine metric wrenches 
(1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8 & 10 mm). 
Holder included. 12.7 oz.

#4911 $20.00

VERSATOOL
A sturdy, stainless steel foldable 
wrench for low or high torque 
applications. Equipped with a 1⁄4" 
square socket stud, so you can use 
your favorite sockets and exten-
sions. Includes a hex-tool adapter 
and extension, and an eleven bit 
holder containing flat, Phillips, and 
Allen drivers. Comes in a zippered 
nylon storage case. Tough, practical, 
compact, and ideal for use in tight spots. 
4.25"×3.25"×0.5", 6.9 oz.

#4618 $14.00

mP TOOL
Ingenious and very well made, this 
compact, durable wonder could likely 
solve any number of fastener issues 
when you are a long ways from your 
roll-around toolbox. Fits 8, 10, 12, 
and 14mm bolts, #2 and #3 Phillips 
screws, small and medium flat head 
screws, and a reversible 1/4" and 
3/8" adapter for the included 10 and 
12mm sockets. Sturdy and compact. 
5."×2.75"×1.5", 12.6 oz.

#3527 $58.00

RATCHETING T DRIVER
This T driver has a smooth forward/
fixed/reverse ratchet built into the 
handle. Comes with 3 hardened 
double ended bits. All metal construc-
tion. 6"×0.75"×3.5", 5.4 oz.

#2579 $14.00

fOLDING T-TOOL
Folds into a pocket or tool roll like 
a pen but provides T handle leverage 
when needed. All metal and suitable 
for hard use. Three slotted sizes and 
three Phillips sizes. 3"×0.5"×3.5", 
2.5 oz.

#2580 $12.00

4 WAy OffSET DRIVER 
A clever and well-made tool driver 
that accommodates common 1/4" 
hex bits straight-on or at 90°. The 
handle is rubberized for good grip, 
and the tool sockets are magnetized 
to hold the bits in place. Bits included 
are 2.5, 3, 4, and 5mm hex drivers, as 
well as Phillips #1, 2, and 3, 4.5, 5, 
and 7mm flat drivers. A fine, compact 
tool. And an Aero/RWH exclusive. 
4.5"×1.75"×0.75", 4.5 oz.

#4531 $24.00

CRUz OUTBACKER m14
This motorcycle-optimized folding 
design has four hex keys: 3/4/5/6mm; 
both slotted and Phillips screwdrivers, 
a 1/4" socket driver with 8/10/12mm 
sockets and three (6/6.3/6.4mm) 
spoke wrenches. Any tool can be used 
with all the others folded inside the 
handle, and all tools are heat treated 
vanadium or carbon steel. Only 3.5" 
long and weighs only 9 oz.

#4598 $20.00

HK1 WONDER WRENCH
Replaces twenty-three separate size wrenches with this one compact tool. 
The narrow profile allows it to fit into the tightest of workspaces and a ten 
degree tapered head leaves plenty of knuckle clearance too. Each end of the 
wrench features a hexagonal head with an adjustable piston slider to provide 
a three sided, full surface contact fitting with the bolt. Even works to extricate 
damaged, stripped and rounded-off bolts. The HK1 uses a unique hydrokinetic 
slider system to easily adjust to the proper size. Turn the valve located in the 
center of the wrench a quarter turn to release piston slider, adjust diameter 
and tighten for a firm, custom grip on each bolt. Heavy-duty, cold forged steel 
construction and nickel plating combined with ultimate versatility make this 
tool destined to become a favorite. 7.25"×.5", 10 oz.

#4742 $28.00
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ROADTECH m3 TOOL ROLL
You may have discovered that the tool kits bikes come supplied with are, um...not 
of the highest quality. So if you’re concerned about rounding off fasteners or having 
other cheesy tool problems, here is a great way to upgrade. Contained in a compact 
Cordura roll-up pouch, this Cruz Tool kit contains the following high-quality tools: 8mm-
14mm combination wrenches, 8" adjustable wrench, drive ratchet with extension and 
sockets, four-bit screwdriver, four hex keys, double hex 5/8 & 13/16 spark plug socket 
and breaker bar, flashlight, tire gauge, electrical tape, zip ties, mechanics wire, Loctite 
and WD-40. A professional-quality, complete tool kit. Nice. 9.5"×3.34" (rolled), 3 lbs.  

#4988 $89.00

 TOOL ROLL
A classic biker’s tool roll, made-over modern with smarter pockets and pouches. You’ll clean out your tool 
kit and still end up with space to spare in this bag. Three large hook & loop pouches + 20 smaller pockets 
for wrenches & screwdrivers. A heavy-duty elastic retainer keeps everything in place. Folds and rolls into 
a nice, compact unit. Extraordinary stitching quality. Perfect inside a tool pouch or saddlebag. Cordura.  
25.5"×21.5" (unrolled), 11"×3.5" (rolled), 9 oz.

#4670 $47.00

KRIEGA TOOL ROLL
100% Cordura with YKK zipped mesh pocket, loop closure, water-resistant clip, 
key clip and 30 elastic loops to securely hold tools. 21"×8.75" (unrolled), 
8.75"×6" (rolled), 8.6 oz.

#9164 $39.00

(tools not included)

(tools not included)

BmW ROADTECH B1 
Modern BMW’s don’t come with many tools. But things still go wrong sometimes, 
and when they do, sometimes having a few tools can keep you going. Enter the need 
for a unique tool kit. Includes top grade wrenches, hex keys and other specialized 
tools that are sized to fit the stuff on every Bavarian made bike. Sturdy roll-up pouch 
keeps tools neat and organized with efficiency.

#4738 $119.00

(tools included)

(tools included)
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REmOVABLE T-HANDLE 
SOCKET WRENCH

A T-handle wrench like the pro and pit 
mechanics use, but with the added 
versatility of removable sockets, 
enabling you to customize and adapt 
it to your own needs and the require-
ments of a given bike. Comes with 
8, 10, 12, and 13mm sockets, but 
any 1/4" standard socket will fit. 
7.75"×4.6"×0.6", 8 oz.

#4620 $22.00

fOLDING T-HANDLE 
SOCKET WRENCH

A compact 1/4" folding T handle 
wrench set that packs very small and 
includes 8, 10, 12 and 13mm sockets. 
A pocketed nylon carrying case keeps 
everything together in your kit or pack. 
5"×2.75"×1.25" (in bag), 8.2 oz. 

#2593 $32.00

4-IN-1 SCREWDRIVER
About 1/3 smaller than the common 
4-in-1 model. This driver features 
a reversible barrel with two double 
ended bits (Slotted and Phillips). 
A good addition to any tool kit, and 
sized to be a perfect upgrade for 
flimsy stock tool kit screwdrivers. 
5.25"×1", 3 oz.

#3521 $6.00

2-IN-1 CARB 
SCREWDRIVER

Handy and well-built. Small, about 
5" long with a flat and Phillips driver. 
Excellent for carb and instrumentation 
screws. 4.9"×0.75", 0.9 oz. 

#3522 $5.00

DESIGNATED DRIVER 
This is a functional and clever tool 
that is built to last a lifetime. Using 
standard hex bits, the Driver has a 
machined aluminum body with holes 
to hold extras, which are held in with 
a friction material. The drilled handle 
also allows use of the included 
extension as a “cheater” to increase 
leverage. Includes five bits: Phillips 
(#2 (two) and #3) and slotted 
(3/16" and 1/4"). 3.9"×.9", 5 oz.

#4532 $24.00

KNIPEX ADJUSTABLE WRENCHES
The best of their kind. By far. Perfectly sized for keeping in a rolled MC tool kit. These go beyond the rest with better design 
features and faultless metallurgy. A push button quick-adjust slide mechanism gets the jaws sized fast with one hand, and 
cushioned grips let you apply more force. The Cobra’s box-jointed jaws will grip just about anything. The Python’s flat jaws 
are designed specifically for use on nuts. The unique locking slide adjustment jaw minimizes damage to bolts and fasteners. 
Spreads far enough for oversized steering stem nuts! The Cobra (7.25"×1.5"×0.5", 6.1 oz.) is made of chrome vanadium 
electric steel that is oil-hardened with a jaw hardness of 60 HRC. The Python (7.75"×1.75"×0.6", 8.7 oz.) is nickel-plated.  

Cobra (Box-Jointed) #3505 $42.00
Python (Flat) #3509 $67.00

python

cobra

Dick anD Joan harDing 100 miles from anyWhere (2010)
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KLR+ AXLE 
WRENCH

This double box end light-
weight alloy wrench fits the 
front and rear axle nuts on 
KLR’s and many other bikes. 
Strong, simple, brushed steel. 
8"×1.5"×0.25", 6.5 oz.

2007 & Older KLR 
(22mm/24mm) #4657 $30.00

2008 & Newer KLR 
(19mm/27mm) #4772 $32.00

T6 HEX AXLE TOOL
This 17, 19, 22, and 24mm tool 
fits into the internal hex axles 
on most sport bikes and works 
with any 3/8" drive wrench. 
7075 T-6 hardened aluminum. 
2.75"×1.1" 3.2 oz..

#2592 $38.00

3/8" SOCKET 
ADAPTERS

Convert the Aluminum Tire 
Lever/Wrench Combo (or any 
other 24mm, 27mm or 32mm 
wrench) into a non-ratcheting 
3/8" drive socket wrench. 
0.9"×1.25". 1.8 oz.

24mm #2594 $22.00
27mm #2595 $22.00

TAR ARN HOLDER
A neoprene sleeve that holds 
two tire irons to prevent them 
from bouncing around and 
wearing holes in your pack. 
(Tire Irons not included). 

#2400 $10.00

PLASTIC RIm 
SAVER

Saves your rims from being 
potentially mutilated when 
chang ing  t i res . Ny lon . 
6"×1.75"×0.5", 1.4 oz.

#1498 $12.00

 CANTILEVER 
WHEEL BALANCER

Avoid the expense, downtime and trouble of arranging 
tire changing services at a shop and gain the satisfaction 
of knowing the job was done perfectly (and is ready just when you need it). With this balancer and a couple of 
tire irons (plus a bead breaker for tubeless tires) anyone can get a precision balanced tire in a few minutes. 
Slowly spin, mark the low spot, repeat, add (tape it on) a temporary weight, spin, mark, repeat, re-weight, 
spin, repeat, etc…When wheel always stops at random points, securely attach the required weights and the 
job is finished. Ultra-low friction bearings make the process very sensitive to the smallest change in weight 
and position for super accurate results. Finely finished cantilever frame is easier to use than a conventional 
stand: lock the axle to a wheel and set the bearings into the saddles on the stand. Save time and money 
while getting the satisfaction of doing it yourself. Definitely a nice balance. Optional universal single-sided 
swingarm adapter fits most wheels used on single sided swing arms. 14mm axle also allows use of standard 
BMW Paralever wheel adapters (available from BMW). Strong frame and a durable gray powder coated finish 
make this a valued shop tool that will be a pleasure to use for years. Measures 18"×20.5"×10". 10 lbs. 

Cantilever Wheel Balancer #4744 $157.00
 Universal Single-Sided Swingarm Adapter #4748 $67.00

fEATURES
Strong, lightweight frame, powder coated finish.
Two shielded precision ball bearings with lightweight lubricant for ultra low 
arbor starting torque 
Aluminum bearing adapters fit most motorcycle wheels with bearings in 
the hub, 17 to 30mm ID
Optional universal adapter fits most wheels used on single sided swing arms
Save money and ensure your wheel balancing is done correctly

•
•

•

•
•

standard

universal adapter

RImSHIELD
Big, beefy rim protection is what you get from these durable, 
oversized nylon rim savers. Real protection from potential 
damage caused by tire levers during changes, the raised 
beads facilitate inserting the lever under the bead and prevent 
slipping. The long apron protects hands and spokes, while the 
sizable finger holds make repositioning a breeze. This is one tool 
sure to save time (and aggravation). (5.75"×4.5"×.5"). Set of 2.

 #2425 $12.00
hang tight, eDWin! (John anD bonnie munson, Washington, nJ, 2011)
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ALUmINUm TIRE LEVER 
/ WRENCH COmBO

Great for trail or roadside repairs. These hard anodized, 
aluminum tools are box wrenches on one end and an efficient 
tire iron on the other. You can remove both the axle and the 
tire with one tool. Replace the flimsy factory tool kit wrenches. 
If you have wrenches for both your front and rear axle, that 
means you’ll have two irons for wrestling your flat off, and after 
patching, back onto the rim. Wrenches are under 10" long, less 
than 5 oz. and fit nicely in a tool roll. Neat.

 TITANIUm TAR ARNS 
If you want to be able to change or repair a tube or tubeless tire while on the road, you’ll 

need to pack along tire irons to get the tire off the rim. They don’t call 
‘em irons for nothing…Conventional tire irons are plenty heavy, especially 
for something you may never use (except in your garage workshop), so we 

developed these high-tech supersonic aerospace versions to lighten your load 
and help you change tires in a swank, ultralight manner. Surprisingly there was quite a bit of trial-

and-error and design detail work to get the exact best radiuses for the curved spoon ends. Some irons make you fight 
with the job, but these work easily and make it harder to accidentally pinch a tube. One pair weighs only 6.4 oz., compared to 

9-12 oz. for typical steel tire irons. Great for carrying on trips and for street, off-road, and dual sport riding. A super high-tech tool for a 
Stone Age job, these beauts are that rare combination of the exotic and utterly practical. 9.25" long. 3.2 oz each.

Two Tar Arns #3564 $77.00
Three Tar Arns #3594 $107.00

12/13mm #2566 $38.00
22mm #2567 $38.00
24mm #2568 $38.00

27mm #2569 $38.00
32mm #2570 $38.00

 TAR ARN AXLE WRENCH
Slide this lightweight CNC Aluminum wrench adapter onto 
a Titanium Tar Arn to assemble the lightest, most compact, 
elegant axle wrench available. Anywhere. We love this tool, not 
because we made it, but because it packs so small and works 
so great. Just place it on your axle and pull. Specify 24mm, 
27mm or 32mm.

#4805 $30.00

wrench with tar arn

COmPACT WHEEL BALANCER
Perfect for conserving storage space in racetrack vans and small garages, this tool balances 
wheels precisely but doesn’t take up much room when not in use. Beautifully machined aluminum 
pillow blocks hold low friction bearings and rest perfectly on any two chairs, stools or garage jack 
stands: voila! A fast, accurate wheel balancer. 1.5 lbs.

8" or Less Rear Wheel (Universal, Goldwing, BMW and Harley) #4605 $105.00
Single Sided (BMW ‘85 and Newer) #4606 $105.00

8" or Wider Rear Wheel (Buell, FZ-1 , Hayabusa, and Harley) #4645 $115.00 
BMW Front Axel Removal Tool #4737 $25.00 

RE-USABLE BALANCE WEIGHTS 
A simple, re-usable wheel balancing solution. Slide the CNC machined solid 
brass or nickel weights over the spoke and tighten a single allen set screw to 
the spoke nipple. Adjust the amount of weight and placement as necessary to 
achieve the perfect balance. Fits all sizes of spokes on today’s most popular 
dual sports. A versatile balancing tool that contains no lead and is re-usable, 
making it an environmentally friendly balancing option. Kits contain eight 
weights: two 1 oz, two ¾ oz., two ½ oz., two ¼ oz. Specify Brass or Nickel.  

 Brass #3677 $32.00
Nickel #3678 $35.00

BmW R & K ADAPTER
Fits all R and K model bikes from 2004 on (with the exception of 
K1200LT).

#4801 $35.00

BmW STyLE PARALEVER 
CONE

Fits all single sided BMW wheels up to 2004 models.
#4800 $25.00

“If the government said they wanted to put a tracking 
device in your car that allowed them to lock the doors 
and turn off the engine at will, and track your every 
movement, speed, and corner there would be protests in 
the street. Instead they call it OnStar and charge folks 
$14/month for the “service.”

— Lee Bruns, via Sev Perman in an email, 9/22/08
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PENCIL GAUGE 
This solid metal stick/pencil gauge reads 10-50 psi 
on a 4-sided indicator bar, and features a pocket 
clip — just like the good old days. Small, light, 
and surprisingly accurate. “Check the air, ma’am?” 
5.75"×.6"×.5", 1 oz.

#3550 $4.00

DIAL TIRE GAUGE
The 2.5" dial reads to 60 psi with a swivel angle 
chuck and an air release valve. Accurate, easy to read 
and inexpensive. Toss it into your kit or leave it by 
your daily gear out in the garage so it will be handy. 
4.5"×2.4"×1.25", 5.9 oz.

#4652 $14.00

fLAIG TIRE GAUGE
German-built and calibrated to 1% of 
scale value per DIN spec 74720, this 
gauge is ruggedly constructed with 

an alloy shell, rotatable/resettable 60 
psi dial bezel, and a release button to 

record pressures. If you are critical about 
your tooling (and your tires), this is your gauge. 

Superlative. 4.5"×2.9"×0.9", 4.7 oz.
#4603 $47.00

ACCU-GAGE 
This easy-to-read and accurate 2" dial gauge features 
a full geared precision movement with bronze Bourdon 
tube and rubber shock absorber. Swivel end for easy 
positioning around brake rotors. Measures 0–60 psi. 
17.25"×2.5"×1.25", 9 oz.

#2513 $24.00

ACCUTIRE® KEyCHAIN 
A tire gauge in the hand is worth two elsewhere… 
This digital keychain gauge is small and light and 
attaches easily to a keying or tank bag to be there 
when you need it. Reads from 5-60 psi. Powered by a 
permanent lithium battery. 3.4"×1"×0.5", 1.0 oz

#3549 $8.00

PROGAUGE 
A round bodied, rubber armored and thusly rugged 
tire gauge with a handy angled extension to reach 
those tire valves. Accurate and uh, digital, so 
those of you who are analog-averse get to see an 
actual number in front of you which is kinda nice. 
2.5"×18"×1.25, 10.5 oz. 

#4502 $32.00

TOPEAK SmART GAUGE
This digital tire gauge is great for storage 
and carrying. The ergonomic shape 
provides an easy view of the LCD display. 

It’s accurate to half a pound, simple to use, 
and it beeps. Fits Presta and Schrader valves 

(which is great if you also ride a bicycle). Battery 
included. 3.4"×2"×1.1", 4.1 oz.

#2530 $30.00

DIGITAL TIRE GAUGE
A nifty little gauge with an easy-to-read digital display. 
Lightweight, ergonomic design & durable construction. 
Fits nicely in the palm of your hand. May just become 
your favorite gauge. 3.5"×1.75"×0.75", 1.6 oz.

#4673 $18.00

INNERTUBE VALVE STEm 
SNAKE

Spend more time riding and less time 
changing the next flat.  This useful valve stem 
guidance tool makes changing tires a breeze. 
Insert the threaded end into the stem of the 
flattened tube, remove the tube — pulling 
the tube snake through the hole, insert 
the threads into the new or repaired stem, 
install tube and easily pull stem back into 

place. A little tool that saves loads of frus-
tration. Sure to help prevent the flare-up of 
spontaneous Tourette’s Syndrome while fixing 
the next flat. 14.5" long.

#4990 $27.00

ANGLED STEm LCD TIRE GUAGE
Small, simple and accurate, this tiny gauge packs anywhere to 
makes checking tires a breeze. Ride safer, save gas and extend 
tire life by maintaining correct pressure. 
Selectable measuring units (PSI/BAR/
kPa), easy to read LCD display and 
battery saving auto shut-off feature. 
Pressure range 2–100 PSI/.13-6.89 
BAR/13-689 kPa.  1"×2.5".

 #3600 $20.00
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NOLOSS VALVE CAP
Losing air from a motorcycle tire can have grave 
consequences. Manufacturers themselves state 
that an uncapped tire stem is not secure from 
leakage without a sealed cap. These practical and 
well-made valve caps seat an 0-ring to provide 
that final seal, and have flexible retainers that 
ensure you won’t misplace them. Neat. Nylon 
version are fully compatible with the latest Tire 
Pressure Monitoring (TPM) valves made from 

aluminum. Brass (set of 4). Nylon (set of 5).
Brass (4) #4602 $14.00
Nylon (5) #4770 $14.00

ADHESIVE WHEEL 
WEIGHTS

Recommended inventory. Six 3 oz. strips 
in “snap-off” .25 oz. increments.

#3576 $15.00

CAmEL VALVE CORE TOOL
Ultra compact and effective as a tire deflator 
and core removal/installation tool, the Camel 
fits anywhere and does the job when needed. 
Knurled for ease of use. Simple, tiny, and 
effective. 1.1"×0.5", 0.7 oz.

#4616 $4.00

mOTIONPRO VALVE 
CORE TOOL

A compact tool manufactured from hex stock 
for the removal and installation of valve cores 
on either tubed or tubeless tires. Small, inex-
pensive, and easy to have along in case you 
need it. 2.75"×0.4", 1 oz. 

#4615 $5.00

BEAD BREAKER
For motorcycle wheels that are open in the middle (regular or cast spokes). It’s 
packable, but it is really a little larger and heavier than most riders will want to 
carry. Ideal for garage workshop use. Adjustable for all sizes of wheels/tires. 18" 
long. 17.5"×2"×2", 4.5 lbs.

#3551 $78.00

BEAD POPPER
Don’t carry a full-size bead breaker on 
the road. This lightweight resin wedge 
combined with a big heavy rock (or 
other improvised bludgeon) will do the 
same job. Simple but effective, and 
somehow satisfying. 7"×3"×1". 4 oz.

 #2583 $20.00

BEAD BUDDy
This handy little tool helps push the 
bead down into the rim and keep it in 
place while changing a tire. Won’t mar or 
damage rim. Lightweight aluminum and 
nylon. 2.25"×1"×.625", 1 oz.

#4938 $12.00

WHEEL CRATE
If the RiderWearHouse was conve-
niently located near a dairy products 
distribution center, we’d “hand pick” 
crates just like these. They’re perfect 
for holding the tire/wheel when 
levering it off of the rim. Buy yours, 
it’s safer. 13"×13"×10.9", 2.5 lbs. 

#3585 $15.00

SPARE TUBE 
fENDERBAG

This zippered Cordura bag 
is sized to fit one tube 
and a pair of tire irons. 

Compression strap design  
will not fall off the fender, 
and eliminates chafing. Black. 
M (10"×4.5"×2.5") #916 $20.00 

L (11"×8"×4") #917 $26.00

TAPPET ADJUSTING 
TOOL SET

These tools make the job of adjusting 
valve tappets a lot easier. Set includes 
three chrome plated wrenches (8, 9 & 
10 mm) with screw adjusters (3 & 4 mm 
square type and screw type). 3.5"×1.5", 
3 oz. (each).

#4923 $42.00

TAPPET fEELER 
GAUGE ASSORTmENT

These allow you to make accurate tappet 
adjustments quickly and easily. Angled 
blade for easy access to tappets. Set 
contains .002–.003, .004–.005 and 
.006–.008 feeler gauges.

#4922 $32.00

  WOLfmAN ENDURO 
TOOL BAG

This tool bag features a 
unique strap and hook & 
loop mounting system 
that holds it securely 
to your bike and also 
lets you easily remove 
it from its installed 
base. Compression 

straps hold the bag and 
contents together during 

the roughest on- or off-road 
riding. Durable Cordura nylon. 

Quality webbing, buckles, zippers 
and sewing. Black. 7"×10"×5".

#9022 $49.00
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ENGINEAIR POWER 
PUmP

An  eng ine -powe red 
air  pump designed 
to inflate tires using 
the engine’s cylinder 
as an air compressor. 
This premise is vaguely 

alarming but actually 
quite well thought out. 

A pump unit threads into 
one of the engines spark 

plug holes, and as the engine 
runs/spins, fresh, clean air is 

pumped to the tires. Inflating a motor-
cycle tire takes less than one minute and is 

completely safe for your engine and ignition system. The cylinder 
pump pulls air from the atmosphere, ensuring no gas or oil fumes turn your 
Metzeler’s into a Hindenburg wannabe. RiderWearHouse exclusive kit includes a 
60" quick-release air hose and 18, 14, 12, and 10 mm adapters for all spark plug 
openings. (Other versions of this product are bulkier and contain extra compo-
nents. This is just the essentials.) Works with all multi-cylinder engines. 12.5 oz. 

#3570 $27.00

AIR STIK™ 
Compact and capable of 160+ psi, this hand pump pumps air on both the front 
and back strokes to fill tires twice as fast. Fits both Schrader and Presta valve 
stems. Ruggedly built with an aluminum finish and black structural plastic detailing. 
Lifetime warranty. 10.5"×3.75"×1.5", 8.3 oz..

#3506 $27.00

PRO QUICKER
Small Size, Big Results! Patented Multi-Chamber Double-Action technology allows this 
little gem to get you pumped up quicker.  Constant airflow means less effort than other 
pumps and more pressure — 160 psi!  With an easy to read pressure guage built into 
the piston and versatility to fit Schrader, Presta and Dunlop valves, grab this one any 
time you need to pump on the go.  7.25"×2"×1.25", 5.6 oz.   

#4736  $35.00

mICRO fLOOR DRIVE PUmP
Floor pump power and function, packed into a compact, 
ultra-portable-packable design that is about the same 
size and weight as a bicycle pump. The CNC machined 
aluminum construction quality and durability, and a 
high volume output that makes getting back on the 
road nearly effortless compared to the arm busting 
repetitions necessary with traditional hand pumps. 
Stainless steel wire foot peg keeps the pump firmly in 
place while delivering air via a unique flip-tread chuck. 
11.5"×2", .6 oz.

#4743 $45.00 

 CO2 POWER KIT
No matter where you are, this kit gives you air. Five threaded 16 gram CO2 cartridges, 
a control valve and a 3.5" flexible valve adapter hose, all store neatly inside a 5"×5" 
envelope bag.  

  #4760 $24.00

THERmO HAWK INfRARED 
THERmOmETER 

This sleek, pen-sized unit instantly gives you the surface temperature of 
whatever you point it at. 
Highly accurate testing 
from –27º to +428º F, 
and housed in a patented 
m e t a l  c y l i n d e r  t h a t 
reduces electrostatic and electromagnetic interferences when 
testing electronic components. Point at tires at every gas stop 
and learn if a tire is suddenly low. Instantly and without bending 
down. When tire pressures drop even a little, tire temps go up 
a lot. A quick accurate no-installation tire pressure monitor if 
you want extra peace-of-mind. And while you are at it, gas stop 
wheel hub temps confirm wheel bearing health. Perfect for testing 
the temperature of anything anywhere on your bike, measure mufflers, 
headers, brake rotors, tires, or a cold beer. Batteries included. 3.5", 2 oz.

#4899 $44.00

ALLOy DRIVE m
A compact High Volume hand pump made entirely of custom CNC-machined 
aluminum for precise and lightweight construction. Overlapping handle and 
barrel with oversized piston and shaft are integrated into a compact design. 
Handle houses a removable 6.5” ABS flex hose that attaches easily and securely 
to the stem valve. Inflates tires to riding pressure with 30% fewer strokes, for 
faster inflation with less effort. Max pressure 90psi. 9”×1.25”×1.25”, 4.5 oz. 

#4773 $45.00

VOLUME VS. PRESSURE
Any bicycle hand pump will air up a motorcycle tire, it’s just going to take a ton 
of strokes. High Volume pumps are able to deliver more air at lower pressures for 
faster overall inflation (less strokes). High Pressure pumps deliver less air per 
stroke, but offer reduced pumping resistance at higher pressures. Either version 
will equate to a weeks worth of time at the gym, but both are better than being 
stranded with no way to air up a flat. Now, where is that patch kit… 
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 mINI COmPRESSOR
This is the smallest, lightest compressor we carry and one of the most 
efficient you’ll find for its size. This stripped-down mini fits in the palm of 
your hand and will inflate any motorcycle tire in a couple minutes. 
When a larger compressor is too much bulk to carry along, and 
CO2 cartridges aren’t nearly enough for your trip, this dedicated 
pump will deliver continuous pressure without fail. What it 
lacks in beauty, it makes up for in performance – which is 
what you really need when you’re flat stranded in the middle 

of nowhere. Has a nice long 26" inflator hose, 6' power cord, 
and packs small in included storage sack. Comes with three 
adaptors: SAE, cigarette lighter and alligator clips. Lock-down 
delivery valve fits all bikes. Also comes with carabiner clip, 
so you can attach the compressor to whatever you want out 
of the way and off the ground, instead of having it lay in the 
mud or dirt. Simple, compact, and dependable piece of mind. 
Pump is 3.5"×3.5"×.9". Packs to 7"×5"×3", 1.3 lb.  

#3500 $47.00
BMW Power Plug #116 $20.00

COmPACT  
TIRE INfLATOR

This mini-compressor 
comes with a generous, 
long 8'5" extension cord 
and 16.5" inflation hose. 

Plus, it comes with all the 
connectors you’ll need for 

emergency inflations: battery 
charger plug, alligator clips, eyelet connections 

and cigarette lighter plug. Inflates tires in less than 5 
minutes. Comes with carrying case. Very compact and 
very nice. 3.75"×4.75"×2", 1.2 lbs.

#4955 $45.00

CyCLE PUmP AIR 
COmPRESSOR

A high quality, made in 
the USA, purpose-built 
inflator for motorcycle 
use. Contained in a sturdy 
aircraft-grade aluminum 
case, this 12V pump 
inf lates a motorcycle 
tire from flat in about 2 
minutes. A pressure rating 
over 100 PSI lets it top up 
those round black things 

even quicker than that. Not only is it great to have a device like this around for 
repairing flat tires, it’s also handy for quick and easy pressure adjustments when 
off-road adventure touring or dual-sporting. Fold-out legs increase stability and 
keep the unit out of the dirt. A long 24” air hose and 8’ power cord give plenty 
of reach to alleviate pressure anxieties in any riding scenario. Add an optional 8’ 
Autocord Extension for even greater reach. Plugs in to any 12V SAE connection, 
via the included universal BMW/cigarette-socket power plug, or battery alligator 
clips. Everything fits compactly in a rugged storage pouch. Unit measures a mere 
2"×4"×6" and weighs but 36 oz. 10 amps.

Air Compressor #4906 $100.00
8' SAE Autocord Extension #4803 $10.00

adapters

carabiner clip storage sack

 
COmPACT TIRE 

REPAIR KIT 
WITH mINI COm-

PRESSOR
The ultimate compact tire repairi-

fication kit. Combines our smallest, 
most efficient compressor with all 

the essential tools, patches and 
goo needed to fix nearly any roadside 
flat. The whole kit zips up neatly into 
a handy nylon storage pouch and 

fits easily in a tank bag or pannier. 
Mini Compressor has a nice, long 26" 

inflator hose and comes with three power 
adapters: SAE, cigarette lighter and 

alligator clips. The underside of the pouch 
also features four slim pockets allowing 

storage for a tire gauge, pen, flashlight or 
other small, handy items that can be added to 

enhance this kits versatility. Adding tire irons for removing the 
tire from the rim (Aerostich Tar Arns #3564, available separately), truly makes 
this a ride-anywhere tire repair kit. This is the smallest and most packable tire 
kit available. Black. 7"×3"×5.25". 1.61 lbs.

 #4750 $85.00

STOP ‘N’ GO 
COmPRESSOR

Keep this compact com-
pressor in a tank bag or 
saddlebag, it’s so small you’ll 
forget it’s even there…until 
you need to fix a flat. Built in 
gauge to observe the pressure 
level up to 120 psi. A long 
66" SAE power cord comes 
with both alligator clip and 
lighter adapters. Also comes 
equipped with sports needle 
and inflatable adapters for 
blowing up footballs, bas-

ketballs, camping mattresses, beach balls…or how about an Inflatable Snake 
(#3437) to hide in your buddies sleeping bag. This multi-function inflator 
measures 4"×2"×6" and includes a sturdy nylon carrying case. 14 oz.

#4751 $35.00
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PATCHES
For tube tires. 6 patches and rubber cement.

 #4511 $6.00

PLUG STRIPS
For tubeless tires. 6 plug strips and rubber cement.

 #4510 $5.00

TIRE REPAIR KIT CONSUMABLES 
For the best results, plugs, patches, and cement have variable shelf lives 
and should be replaced every few years.

POCKET PLUGGER PLUGS
For tubeless tires. 25 pre-lubricated plugs.

#4600 $8.00

mINI PLUGS
For tubeless tires. 3 mini plugs and rubber cement.

 #4952 $8.00

THREADED CO2 CARTRIDGES
One 25g  #4585 $12.00 
Five 16g  #4904 $12.00

 TOURING TUBE & TUBELESS TIRE REPAIR 
KIT WITH ENGINEAIR POWER PUmP AND TIRE IRONS

This over-the-top deluxe kit contains everything needed for workshop and roadside 
repairs. For tubeless tires, it comes with plug strips and patch/plugs, a rasp tool, and 
a needle tool. For tube tires, it has patches and a stitcher tool with a buffer and a 
wheel for securing the patch. Two heavy duty steel or ultralight titanium tire irons, and 
a valve core tool are also included for removing the tire. And for refilling your tires, an 
Engineair Power Pump is included. The Engineair works with all multi-cylinder engines, and 
is designed to inflate tires using the engine’s cylinder as an air compressor by threading 
into one of the engines spark plug holes (18, 14, 12, and 10 mm adapters are included). 
When your repair job is finished, a single use hand cleaner towelette is included. This 
kit has it all. Securely housed in a heavy duty zipper envelope. 10"×3.75"×2". Specify: 
Titanium (24 oz.) or Steel (34 oz.) Tire Irons.

Steel  #4508 $47.00
Titanium  #4509 $107.00

THREEBOND SEAL ‘N’ AIR
Not necessarily the best way to repair a tire, but one 

that will get you to the next town or to a shady/
protected area to do it right. Works by filling the 
tire with a foaming latex-like fluid that seals the 
hole, and will fill a tire to moderate pressure 
in around 20 seconds. (Bear in mind, however, 
that when you remove the tire for permanent 
repairs, it’s gonna be full of this stuff. We 
warned you.) Tire pressure will increase 
gradually as you ride. Will not work on large 
holes or sidewall punctures. Attached fill 
hose.

 #3574 $14.00

AIR CHUCK
Inflate tires with threaded CO2 car-

tridges. Works on Schrader and Presta 
valves. Includes  16g. CO2 cartridge. 
4.1"×1.6"×0.9", 3.5 oz. 

  #4506 $18.00

ULTRAPLUS TIRE INfLATOR
A compact unit that accepts both threaded and 
unthreaded CO2 cartridges. The Ultraflate is light-

weight, will fit in the smallest tool kit, and will fill a tire 
in a hurry. A lever enables air delivery modulation for 
a controlled fill. Nose fits both Schrader and presta 
valves. A neat way to be on your way faster. Includes 
one 16g CO2 cartridge. 7.8"×8.5"×1.5", 4 oz. 

 #4774 $22.00 

CO2 fILL POWER
It takes approx. 24–36g of CO2 to fill a flat 
motorcycle tire 10–12 psi. so that it can be 
safely ridden to the nearest service station 
for further inspection and repair.

SELf-TAPPING CARBIDE TIRE STUDS
Ordinary low-budget sheet metal screws bite fine into 

ice but get ground away quick on paved surfaces. 
With sharp tips made of corrosion-proof, super hard, 
abrasion-resistant tungsten carbide, these inge-
niously designed studs allow most of the tire’s rubber 

to be in contact with clear pavement while providing 
increased traction over mixed snow or ice. The best part 

is they’re simple to install — the studs self-tap with 
the included bit that fits any power drill. Just mark 
your tire, screw in each one and you’re ready to 

ride. For everyday winter riding, Low Profile studs 
will keep you on 
the road. The 
Off-Road is only 

for off-road / dirt 
riding. The Scooter studs 

are for scooter tires only. If you 
ride through the winter you’ll have fun, your bike 
will horribly corrode, and everyone will think you’re 
crazy. Perfect! Each set comes with an installation 
bit, instructions and 100 studs (50 per tire). More 
info on website.

Low Profile A (8.7×12.8mm) #4706 $107.00
Low Profile B (8.8×15.7mm) #4707 $107.00

Low Profile C (9×16mm) #4708 $107.00
Off-Road D (9×17.4mm) #4714 $107.00

Scooter A (6×8mm) #4719 $107.00
Scooter B (7.9×9.3mm) #4720 $107.00

Warning:  Studded tires may not be legal in some jurisdictions. Check local laws. 
Warning:  Maximum studded tire grip on dry or wet pavement is reduced compared 

to non-studded tires. Ride with care while learning the capabilities of 
studded tires.


